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Foreword

Eighteen

individuals

came

to

Jacksonville

State

University to participate in the 1991 Summer Writing Project,
under the direction of Lisa Williams and Jeri Holcomb.

The

group came from surrounding areas to study techniques that
would enhance students' writing experiences.
The varied and challenging tasks of the Writing Project
provided us the opportunity to improve our own writing and
equipped us with avenues for our improvement of teaching of
writing.
This anthology represents each individual's interest in
the Writing Project: personal writing, technical writing, and
research.

Efforts reflected herein should be viewed with the

understanding that we teachers, too, are writers and that our
involvement in the writing process and investigation of new
writing tactics enhance the classroom.
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Presentation Summaries
Edna Bratcher

Writing Can Be Fun

This presentation shows teachers how to motivate primary
students with activities that make writing fun.
These
activities
include
introducing writing
through
music
motivation, reading a story to the class, class discussions,
story starters, art, writing their interpretation of what they
drew, and answering simple questions about the stories they
have heard.
Glenda Byars

Using Modeling to Write a Ballad

Reading is a perfect springboard for writing. To prove
the reading-writing connection, I offer a lesson on ballad
writing using traditional ballads, Johnny Horton's music, and
simple parodies.
Using taped ballads for inspiration, a
worksheet, and dozens of traditional ballads for models, the
class will move into groups, select a current, funny news
article, and write a ballad about the news event.

Linda Johnson

Holiday Writing Assignments

This presentation uses the celebrating of Johnny
Appleseed's birthday ( September 26} as a springboard for
teaching folklore. It also demonstrates the use of apples in
the teaching of ecology and allows for observations of
different designs created by changing the way an apple is
sliced. This exercise encourages descriptive writing and also
stresses different points of view.
Pat Koors

Scientific Technical Writing

Standard English prose is essential for technical
writing; the prose links the technical terms in logical
sequence. But standard prose needs to be simple, direct, and
colorless.
Technical terms are used to help workers in an
area communicate, not to exclude workers in other fields.
Handbooks are available for technical writing, including the
writing and submitting of technical articles. Many journals
publish handbooks covering the desired contents and mechanics
for papers submitted to them.
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Jimmie Lou Marshall

Using Writing Contests for Motivation

Writing contests offer students an opportunity to be
rewarded and recognized for their writing. This presentation
shows teachers how to use contests for motivation, where to
locate contests and how to be successful using them. Tips are
given for originating writing contests through school
activities.
Sylvia Mccrary

Beginning Writers

After an introduction explaining what a group of words
looks like to a kindergartener, I explained the use of flip
cards in learning to recognize and write words. "Alfa Time"
with the letter people was shown. I also explained how I used
the "sing, spell, read, and write" method to teach children to
write the alphabet and how I use homework to encourage
writing. In addition, I had four centers which rotated every
twelve minutes:
recycled cans, holiday cards, pin cushions,
and book marks. Participants wrote about each.
Deborah McMurtire

Peer Editing

Empirical data supports the concept that peer editing is
far more effective than traditional grading. Why, then, do so
few teachers attempt peer editing or abandon it soon after the
attempt? The answer lies in the pre-planning stages.
The
selection of group members and peer training are crucial to
the success of the program. Teachers must evaluate students'
abilities before determining group selections to ensure that
each group has at least two members capable of offering
meaningful editing suggestions. Students must be trained to
offer constructive criticism designed to improve writing
skills without bruising fragile adolescent egos.
When peer
editing groups are properly planned and monitored, they are
invaluable in facilitating students' writing progress.
The
paper-weary teacher has the added bonus of less paperwork, and
the enjoyment of reading well-written papers.
Katrina Mintz

Using Children's Stories to Study Short Stories

I use this week-long activity as an introduction to the
short story unit in literature. By producing a short story
for children, the students internalize the elements of short
· story without a teacher-dominated classroom.
During the
activity, students make use of all parts of the writing
process. I begin with freewriting and a stimulation exercise
to stir childhood memories. During the week, the students
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work in collaborative learning teams and use peer editing.
The end product is a children's book which is written,
illustrated and bound. The class gives the books to a chosen
elementary class.
Leslie E. Moon

Necessity versus Luxury

Using Henry David Thoreau's Walden as a reference,
students compared his lifestyle to the lifestyles of today.
A worksheet, "How Much Is It Worth," was used to discuss the
substitutions that could be made in our daily lives to save
time and money.
Old newspaper ads were viewed and used to
discuss price changes over the past 30-40 years. Interviews
of parents, grandparents and elderly neighbors were suggested.
Quotes from Walden were used to inspire the writing of
analogies and promote critical thinking. Finally, topics were
given for the writing of essays.
Sherilyn Osborne

Walking in Someone Else's Shoes

This
presentation
shows
one
way
of
teaching
characterization to junior high students. Activities include
"finding" a character in a handout of geometric figures,
choosing a character from pictures in the room and making a
character sketch, and completing a situation by showing how a
character would act based on a limited introduction.
The
thinking skills reinforced with these activities could be used
in any situation that requires an understanding of the way
people act and relate.
Cyndi Owens

Using News Writing to Revive Student Interest

Students enjoy any writing assignment as long as it is
"different." Using news writing is one way to give students
a feeling of freedom while completing a structured task, This
unit can be done in one day or over as long a period of time
as necessary. Students are divided into groups according to
the "section" of the paper they wish to write for. Either
the group is given one topic ( for collaboration) or each
individual develops a topic. Aft3r the stories are written,
the group edits them twice before turning them in.
Getting
the items compiled into a school newspaper or a class
newsletter is the best way to end the assignment. This is a
good way to start a school paper, but if the school has one
already, the class newsletter can be used as the basis for
further discussion on writing.
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Hilary Rains

Watermelon:

A Whole Language Approach

Opening with remarks on what whole language involves in
regard to writing, I then read a children's story I authored.
Next, we utilized an attribute box to help brainstorm for
words we could later use in our sentences. After the content
of the box was revealed, the watermelon would have been
weighed and measured if I had been in my own classroom. We
brainstormed for more words before completing an activity
sheet entitled, "What was nibbling on my watermelon? I saw
" An art project was then done making a slice of
watermelon from paper, glue, and watermelon seeds.
Angela Rinehart

Paragraph Writing:

Narrowing a Topic

Students have a real problem with sticking to the main
idea in a paragraph and having all the sentences support that
idea or topic sentence.
My technique begins with showing
several transparencies dealing with paragraph writing,
including an example of a coherent paragraph closely observed
by the students. Much classroom participation is encouraged.
The students are then asked to take a partner and to choose a
broad topic from a list which I provide. The topic should be
one that interests both students. The students then freewrite
on their topic for five minutes. After they have finished,
they exchange papers and are asked to circle every possible
paragraph topic they observe from their partner's freewri ting.
Even a thread of an idea counts, so there should be many
circles. Students then discuss their observations for several
minutes.
Everyone will have paragraph ideas, so the selfconfidence of the young writers boosts. Finally, the students
decide on one main idea from their discussions, form a topic
sentence, and go through the writing process with more
confidence.
Cerilla Roe

Writing on Purpose

As teachers of writing, one of our responsibilities is to
prove the relevance of practical writing to our students.
First of all, students must understand that there are two
kinds of required writing--one mandated by the state (BCT) and
one used to survive in life.
Each requirement is equally
important and useful.
I expose them to the BCT by showing
them older versions of the exam, allowing them to practice the
piece of writing, and then covering the competencies that are
expected to be mastered within the paragraph. I expose them
to practical writing by listing different ways to use writing
in everyday life. Most classes will think of writing things
like directions, lists, letters, forms, messages, etc. I let
them do some writing with these things and show them that pen
and paper can be fun, useful, and powerful. I recommend the
use of holistic grading for these kinds of assignments. It is
less intimidating to the students, but still provides feedback
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for them.
Requirement writing is something that · can and
should be applied at any grade level.
Madeline Wigley

Decorate Your Writing

The presentation focuses on a humanities approach to
motivating the student writer. Music, art, and literature are
combined to stimulate the student writer.
A recording of
Christmas music (15th and 16th century pieces) sets the stage
for the class's next activity. Dylan Thomas (on tape) reads
"A Child's Christmas in Wales," and students freewrite about
their own memories. The writings are drafted, responded to
and go through revisions before being readied for the final
paper. Each paper is shared with the class.
The humanities approach embraces an appreciation of
music, art, and literature with a non-threatening environment.
Karen Wilksman

Sensory Stations Day

This one-day activity designed for high school students
can be adapted to any grade level. Stations with prompt cards
to initiate exploring items located at them are set up in
sensory areas: a nearly closed purse (or box) with items to
be felt, candy and a cooler of ice water to be savored, jars
of perfume and spices to be smelled, pictures and cloth to be
viewed, items such as fans and spinning balls to be moved,
music boxes and squeaky toys to be listened to, a violin, a
guitar, etc. At each station more than one sense can be used.
A writing assignment involving note taking and, later,
paragraph writing involving a station ( or i tern from one)
culminates with the use of sensory words from a packet used
during the activities.
The point of the assignment centers on the heightening of
one's sensory awareness as well as the enlargement of one's
sensory vocabulary.
Matt York

Writing Descriptions

This unit of activities is used with remedial/basic level
students to enhance their writing vocabularies, strengthen
sentence stiucture, and provide a positive aspect to writing.
Students are given a portion of a day to write sentences
using strong action verbs. After instruction in the use of a
thesaurus, students compile lists of interchangeable words.
The class is then paired, each pair of students given a
blindfold and a paper sack with a common household object
inside. One person records the words the blindfolded student
uses to describe the object. Students reverse roles and the
activity is repeated.
Sentences are written using those
adjectives from the lists. These sentences are then used as
a springboard to write a descriptive paragraph.
This activity allows students to get some hands-on
experience in writing and provides a greater sense of
ownership to their papers.
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Schedule
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9:30
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Journal Readings
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Writing time
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Response groups (M, Th)
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Special Events
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June 26
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Leone Cole
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Edna Bratcher
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The Four Seasons

The hope of winter's snow becomes the winds of spring.
A rose of summer underneath brings the leaves of fall.
Like a brown bear, winter wakes from its sleep.
Raindrops fall, showering us with spring flowers.
Quick as temperatures rise, in slides summer.
The coolness of the wind bounces into fall.
Thank God! We live to see the change of them all.

Edna Bratcher
page 12

Time
Time is a path through life,
A maze from the beginning.
Can we find our way through it?
Try, try as we might,
twenty-four little hours,
Where do they go?
Why?
Time is like a shopping list.
It never ends;
it just continues on and on!
When do we wind down?
"Never!"

I say "Never!"

Edna Bratcher
page 13

Forever My Little Boy
You were a seven-pound joy,
A blessing from heaven.
Growing up was so easy for you.
Mom's protection goes on and on
I still want to be able to
Protect you from the experiences that
May come upon you.
But, leave the nest my loved one.
Travel your journey with pride.
Make mistakes, but take it all in stride.
''I love you''
Mom

Edna Bratcher
page 14

The Child in Me

Sometimes I sit and wonder,
What in the world makes it thunder?
Lightning frightens me to this day!
I have never grown up, I know you would say.
When the two are put together,
I never try to predict the weather.
Thunder and lightning as it may,
The sun always shines to make up a better day.
I still wonder what's beyond the sky.

Edna Bratcher
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Beliefs of Writing

As beginners, students need motivating, starting with
continuous repetition of learning and recognizing letters and
later tracing them for formation.

I have learned this after

twenty-six years of teaching elementary students.
First, I will cite the example of Martin, who came into
my class two months before the end of the school year after
being transferred from another kindergarten.
draw a picture and color it for me.

I asked him to

He was successful in

doing this, which led to the next step: I asked him about what
he had drawn.

I was unsuccessful at this point, noting that

Martin had become irritated at this request.

I placed the

first letter of the alphabet in front of Martin after giving
him about five minutes to forget what we had started, and this
was another unsuccessful attempt at assessing his knowledge
and recognition of the alphabet.

Again, I left him to explore

on his own and returned with the same alphabetical letter.
After giving him the name of the letter as I had before, I
again asked him to trace the letter, but this time I guided
his hand.
me.

He did this successfully with a great big smile for

What I did with this student reinforces my belief in that

the teaching of writing should be individualized.
My second example is John, whose maturation was very,

very, slow.

We had to repeat lines and circles daily, along

Edna Bratcher
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with one letter tracing at a time, with a lot of teacher
guidance.

Finally,

in April of 1991,

John was

able

to

accomplish writing his name and captions for his drawings.
These examples show that students must gain confidence in
their abilities to trace and opportunities to make their own
captions without teacher assistance.

I also believe that in

order for a young child to learn to read, he must go through
systematic steps of recognition,
sentence.

formation, and copying a

Finally, he must move to the expansion of printing

more than just sentences.

Later, he will progress to stories.

As a teacher continues in her teaching of writing, she

should ask her young students to draw pictures and orally
express to her what their pictures depict.

The teacher should

print each child's caption to help associate words into a
sentence.

This can be an excellent source of evidence of a

child's development if the teacher has a general idea of the
child's capabilities.

Students should always be given the

option of making their own captions.

Students need to write

frequently about their experiences, and through these, have a
clear impression of themselves.

There should be opportunities

for listing facts and sequencing ideas which are beneficial
and enjoyable in the teaching of writing, such as finding
sentences that may fit a picture seen and then printing them.
Regardless of the students'
means of learning,

ages, writing can be one

in that students are demanded to pay

Edna Bratcher
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attention to details in print.
writing

We must never forget that

is a new experience for most young students.

The

students have to be able to realize that they "can do."
Therefore, teachers who set up the language programs need to
be concerned with exposing children to a variety of writing
experiences that help them create.
Motivation

to

learn by repetition,

recognition,

and

formation of the alphabet is essential in the process of
teaching students to read and write.

NOTE:

The names used in this piece of writing are not the
students' real names.

Glenda Byars
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CLARA'S SUNSET

Clara is prowling through the wooden Easter eggs in the
china department.

She is counting, probably her money as well

as her purchase.

She is joking with the young porter; he went

to school with her middle son.

She has greeted everyone she

has met with a smile, a joke, a loving remembered treasure.
Now, she is moving toward my terminal, impish grin lighting
her thin face.
frail.

She is not much older than I am, but she is so

She has lost much of her thick, black hair; so much of

her tall, willowy body has been wasted by the disease that
will not subside.
''Hi!''

She is here.

and discolored.

Her fingers are clawlike, gnarled

She is laughing.

disease, frailty, defeat.

Her eyes do not reflect

The indomitable spirit lives in

those wonderful eyes.
She smells faintly of bourbon.
"How are you, dear?
pause.

You look so pretty! 11

The eyes go dull, then brim with tears.

tell you?

There is a
"Did Wade

Do you know about us?"

"You mean.

II

I stammer, uncertain about how to

continue, everyone knew about Clara and Phillip.
"Married thirty-three years.
Valerie got married, he told me . .

. and the day before
.he was leaving."

Glenda Byars
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The sad litany continues, though I've heard it before.
Clara and Phillip,

childhood sweethearts,

teenage dreams,

young couple on the move, five children, a mansion on a hill,
thirty-three years and a divorce later, Clara is terminally
ill.

And sometimes the bitterness takes over.

finishes her purchase and her story.

C l

a r

a

Suddenly the dullness

and tears disappear; she is the Clara of yesterday, pin-up
pretty, smiling to the Homecoming crowd.
"Come here, Glenda!"

Joyously, she moves out the door,

framed in the brilliant pink sunset.
this gorgeous sunset!"

A pause.

"Take a minute to see

"It may be the only thing I

ever give you!"
It is eight o'clock, the sun disappeared hours ago, but
I still can see Clara's sunset.

Glenda Byars
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First Mowing
4/28/86

Well, it wasn't the grass's first mowing,
A young man needed a bit of change
And for ten dollars, the winter's crusty
covering disappeared
under his springtime scythe.
But this was

filY

first mowing,

the spring breeze was menthol on my face,
the early spring watermelon aroma sweet in my soul-my hands were dirty and aching-but it was the first mowing.
I raked; my usual job.

Sometimes I mow,

but mostly, I rake.
I always rake across the rows!

A clever trick!

When you rake across,
you spread out the bits
and you don't spend time on
little worries!
I have made a lifetime of raking across the rows.

Glenda Byars
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Mill Village Children
Children who grew up in the Dwight Cotton Mill Village
were acquainted with pine trees and kudzu and red clover and
chinaberry trees.

They laughed

through their summertime

world, playing ''shove up'' softball at the log Boy Scout cabin
in the hedge-bounded hollow at the foot of Cabot Avenue hill;
they shouted to each other from across back alleys and secretsignaled with tin can and wire "telephones" from yard to yard.
Ever_y street was peopled with gangs of children and every gang
played true to its own code.
Mill Village children went to the city pool for swimming
lessons every summer morning at 9: 00 and the clear, cool smell
of chlorine still reminds them of the big shower rooms.

Most

had not seen real showers in houses, so the required shower
prior to swimming was as much fun as the pool!

They remember

funny-looking, numbered safety pins to identify their own
basket of clothes; they remember belly-flopping and holding
their noses and the claustrophobic "glub" as their heads go
under water for the first time.
Mill Village children walked with their friends or rode
their bikes to the pool, their suits rolled in towels.

They

walked home, refreshed, wrinkled, sun-splotched and hungry.
The weight of the pool water made them feel heavy and drowsy.
Peanut butter and banana sandwiches on fresh white bread
waited on oil-clothed tables in shadowy, cool kitchens.

They

Glenda Byars
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drank ice cold milk poured from glass bottles, delivered in
the cool mist of that very morning . .
Mill Village children whispered in the school yard as
they scurried past the summer-locked doors and shrieked at
eluding teacher-phantoms
dappled playground.

as

they trooped on

to

the pine

They could swing as high as the tallest

one could push, ride the forbidden "merry-go-around" as fast
as their legs would go, slide down the slide on a fanny-wide
piece of wax paper--swooshing like the wind.

The shouts of

Mill Village children made the pine trees reverberate with joy
and youth.
Mill Village children went to Dwight Elementary School
when it was time for the pool to close and summer to be over
and school to begin again.

The teachers there were Miss Ala

Maude Smith, Mrs. Mildred Splits tosser, Miss Rosser,

Mrs.

Williams, Mrs. Griffith, Miss India Temple, Mrs. Love, and
Mrs. Teal.

Mr. Garland Hall and Mrs. Rose Mary Webb were the

principals that many Mill Village children knew.

Dwight

Elementary School was so clean that it was a sin to throw down
a piece of paper or even to suggest chewing gum inside,

When

the children entered on the warm September morning of the
first day of school, they smelled those waxy green granules
that the newly painted and varnished walls and floors were
cleaned with.

You know the smell: the smell of SCHOOL.

It

was so quiet in that school, that the principal could hear a
pin drop when he walked down the hall.

The Mill Village

Glenda Byars
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children sang "Red River Valley" and "America the Beautiful"
without a piano and pledged allegiance to the flag because one
day some of them were going to have to go to a place called
Korea and another place called Viet Nam and some of them would
not come back again to the pines and chinaberry trees.

Their

secrets would waft forever in the limits of those gallant
sentinels.

One can hear the secrets sighing in the pines

outside the window on bittersweet autumn nights when the
football game sounds float into the ears and mingle with the
conversations of the pines and chinaberry trees.
sweet cacophony.

It is a

It is the memory of a Mill Village child.

Jeri Holcomb
page 24

Mrs. Ennis

We didn't visit our neighbors much when I was growing up.
Oh, everyone was friendly, but people just minded their own
business and didn't come around unless you needed them.
knew everybody.
the other.

We

The Caseys lived on one side, the Costners on

Mama Gann's house was just across the road, but

since our house sat off the road about a hundred yards and in
the middle of our forty acres, just across the road was a
pretty good piece. I called Mrs. Gann "Mama Gann" because I
played with her grandkids, and that's what they called her.
It made me feel like she was my Grandma, too.
road, toward the Casey's
Gann's renter house.

Just down the

but on the opposite side, was Mama

The Ennis family lived there.

Along

with the house, they rented much of Mama Gann's farm as well.
It was just Mr. and Mrs. Ennis, since their two daughters were
already grown and married.
Everybody else's house was white clapboard, but the Ennis
house was unpainted, grayish-brown wood siding.

It sat under

two big oak trees that always made a cool breeze flow across
the front porch, even in August. Maybe the breeze wasn't cool,
maybe I just thought it was, since I liked going there so
much.

Though we didn't visit them often, every time we did

Mr. and Mrs. Ennis acted like it was something really special.
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Mrs. Ennis would call, "Ya' 11 come in, come in," almost as
soon as we stepped up on the porch.
Before we visited the first time, Mother

told me that

Mrs. Ennis couldn't walk and had to stay in a wheelchair.

I

tried to imagine an old lady in a wheelchair, but I couldn't.
Besides, I wouldn't have imagined the REAL Mrs. Ennis because
the lady who met us at the door was beautiful.
hair glistened and sparkles came from her eyes.
grownups I
Ennis.

All the other

knew looked brown and weathered, but not Mrs.

Her cheeks felt like velvet when I hugged her, and

they were truly the color of peaches.
Flora,

Her raven

Her first name was

and everything about her reminded me of beautiful

flowers.
Mrs. Ennis had to use her feet to scoot along in the
homemade wheelchair because arthritis had
gnarled and twisted.

left her hands

But in spite of this great handicap, her

house was immaculate. In the living room, the waxed, flowered
linoleum almost mirrored my reflection. Her blue brocade sofa,
much like our own, was.adorned with crocheted doilies spread
across the back and on the arms.

My mother made doilies, but

her hands were strong and her fingers were straight, not like
Mrs. Ennis's. Pretty do-dads and trinkets decorated the coffee
table and mantle, and they were never dusty like ours always
were.

Even as a child, I was amazed at the cleanliness.
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I was told.that Mr. Ennis had to help her a lot. Once
when we stopped by,
dishes.

he was

just finishing up the supper

It looked strange to see a big man like Mr. Ennis

washing dishes, but he didn't seem to mind at all. Another
time, when Mrs. Ennis wanted to sit with us on the brocade
sofa,

he lifted her from the wheelchair and set her gently

beside us, his big muscular arms holding her like a piece of
delicate crystal.
Mr. Ennis did most of the mopping and waxing and hung out
the wash, but Mrs. Ennis

still did the cooking.

When dinner

time came, Mrs. Ennis scooted herself to the back porch and
pulled the rope attached to the big, black dinner bell to call
Mr. Ennis when he was plowing in the back field.

I thought

this was wonderful.
Over the years, I learned more about Mr. and Mrs. Ennis,
some things from Mama Gann and others from my parents. Mr.
Ennis had lost his first wife during a tornado.

Mrs. Ennis's

first husband was a criminal, and when he was put in jail, she
was left alone on a farm with two young girls to raise.

Mama

Gann said that during those years, Mrs. Ennis had tried to
farm the place without a mule.

She would be the mule while

one of the girls walked behind guiding the plow.

Mama Gann

always believed it was hard labor that had put Mrs. Ennis in
the wheelchair, and she was probably right. I never knew if
her first husband died in prison or if she divorced him in
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order to marry Mr. Ennis. The girls were still young when they
married, and Mr. Ennis loved them like his own children.
One day, not long after I married, Mother said that Mrs.
Ennis had left word for me to stop by and pick up my wedding
present. I walked up on the weathered old porch that cold
January morning, and it looked just the same as it had when I
was four years old. Mrs. Ennis looked the same too.

She gave

me a blue throw pillow, delicately embroidered with a forest
scene of trees,
house,

clutching

the pillow

whatever other gifts I
the

love

and

I left the

flowers, and little animals.
to my

breast,

knowing

that

received, they could not contain half

loveliness woven

into

the

fabric

of

that

pillow.
Almost twenty years have passed since receiving that
wedding present.

Mrs. Ennis died several years ago, and the

little wood frame house has long since been torn down.

A

sprawling, brick country home has taken its place. But the
blue pillow still sits in the center of my bed, giving me
memories and inspiration that nothing can erase.
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THE UNBIRTHDAY PARTY
Rufus 0. Rabbit was born on Christmas Day.
what it means to

Do you know

be born on Christmas and never have a

birthday like everybody else?

Other rabbits have a birthday

that is their own special day AND Christmas--but not Rufus.
Each year Rufus seemed more disturbed about his fate--even if
he had a cake--everybody else got presents too and nobody
wanted to go to a birthday party on Christmas Day.

It seemed

to Rufus he had been cheated, and every time his little rabbit
friends invited him to their birthday parties he was just a
little jealous.

Birthday parties were such fun!

Then one day Rufus' mother had a good idea.
have an "unbirthday" party for Rufus.

She would

She started planning it

weeks early . . Oh, there would be a birthday cake.

But Rufus'

very, very, favorite food was a carrot pie, and no one in
Burrowsville could bake carrot pies like Mrs. Henrietta Bunny!
So Mother asked Mrs. Bunny to make a pie for Rufus' party.
The plan was that when Mrs. Bunny finished her pie baking she
would set the pie on the window sill of her kitchen to cool.
When the coast was clear, Herman, Rufus' older brother, was
supposed to go to Mrs. Bunny's house and get the pie from the
window sill while his little brother visited inside with Betty
and Benny Bunny.
As soon as Herman left for the pie, his mother got out
all of the decorations.

When Herman came back home they
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started blowing up balloons, stringing crepe paper and getting
on their party hats.

Soon a few of Rufus'

friends joined

them. All the little rabbits had presents with Rufus' name on
them.

There was a big "Happy Unbirthday" cake.
Just as everything was finished, Mrs. Rabbit called Mrs.

Bunny to tell her to send Rufus home and to ask if Benny and
Betty could come to play.

Before the three arrived, Herman

had one last thing to get ready for the big surprise.

For

weeks he had been tearing the family newspapers into tiny
pieces.

Now he put all these tiny pieces into a bucket and

tied a rope to its handle.

Then he put the bucket above the

door Rufus would come through.

Just when Rufus opened the

door, Herman pulled the rope, and all the tiny pieces of paper
fell on Rufus, Betty, and Benny.

Then the other friends came

from the next room where they had been hiding and shouted
''SURPRISE!''
cream.

They sang ''Happy Birthday'' and ate cake and ice

Suddenly Rufus saw a table full of presents.

His

mother said every one of his friends had brought one and they
were all for HIM.

Nobody else got a thing!

mother showed him the carrot pie.
friends had gone.

Then Rufus'

He saved it till all of his

Then he ate it--every bit by himself.

When Rufus got ready for bed that night he thanked his
mother for the fun party and said, "Today was my very own
special day--just mine--now I've had a day like every other
little bunny."
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Camp Meeting Time
One week each summer, starting with the Friday before the
third Sunday in July, long time friends and "newcomers" meet
in Gallant, Alabama, for camp meeting.
The shimmering crystalline water of Brasher's Spring is
the introduction of what is to follow.

The clear water has

quenched thirst for hundreds of thousands of campers and other
"passers-by" who could not resist the temptation to drink from
it.
A rustic structure called the tabernacle sits on the
tree-covered hill overlooking the spring.

A tabernacle is

merely a roof held up by posts and it contains a sawdust
floor.

Inside stand splintered gray painted pews which have

graced many

summer

The

revivals.

recipient of many a

tear,

unadorned altar,

the

marks the spot where some of

America's greats have "prayed through."

The antique pulpit

under the tabernacle has been filled by eloquent expositors
for several generations.
Also under
awakens

the

this

drowsy

tabernacle
campers

to

hangs
another

rejoicing, praying, and testifying.
miles away from camp meeting.

the
day

culprit
of

which

singing,

It can be heard several

A pre-appointed individual

rises early and rings the old, rusty bell tied to a kelp rope.
After the initial wake-up call, children run to be able to be
the honored guest who rings the bell for meals or services.
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Surrounding the tabernacle are dormitories and cabins.
All of these are much older and less elaborate than our own
homes.

The structures now contain running water and toilets,

but these luxuries are relatively recent additions.

T h e

dining hall becomes a welcome meeting place for the hungry
worshippers at meal time.

Many visitors bring fresh fruits

and vegetables to share.

Everyone works together preparing

them for cooking.
breakfast

dishes.

housekeeping chores.

Older campers shuck corn as others wash
All

are

expected

to

assist

in

the

A free-will offering is welcomed, but no

charge is made either for food or lodging.
The concentrated exposure to solitude and saturation with
the awesomeness of our Creator make camp meeting the strongest
spiritual high of the year.

It can also be one of the most

relaxing vacations possible.

Between services and meals much

conversation and reminiscing occurs.

If friends are gone for

a while, those who are camping can turn on a fan and read or
take a nap till time for the next activity.
The youth have their own activities and are involved in
the three worship services a day.
prayer around the altar.

The mornings begin with

Breakfast follows, then Bible Study.

A youth leader directs morning watch, a time when each teen
goes to his own special spot to be alone with God, meditate,
and pray.

Adults attend the three main services and Bible

Study and those who are able attend morning prayer meeting.
The chirping of the crickets from the tall pines creates
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a symphony special to the varied individuals preparing for bed
in the picturesque setting,

Camp meeting provides an oasis

for the spiritually thirsty,

a jubilant rejoicing for the

buoyant, a haven of rest for the weary, and a filling station
for the empty.

Friendships consummated at camp meeting are

special friendships,

even

though,

as

in many cases,

the

friends don't see each other between meetings.
The experience of going to camp meeting has lasting
effects.

Those who have been never want to miss.

People take

vacations to go to camp meetings; others work it in between
work hours.

Many women adjust freezing and canning activities

to be able to attend services.

For most, no sacrifice is too

great to be able to go to camp meeting.
babies, children,

and teens, are now going as adults and

taking their own children.
so with

great

completion.

People who went as

zeal

Those who attend camp meeting do

and have

a sense of

renewal

at

its

I

,.
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Colorful Brochure
Trips to the beach are more fun now that our children are
older.

When they were younger, our main decision was beach-

pool?

or pool-beach?

This trip we have a selection of

colorful brochures for activities at Gulf Shores, where we are
staying June 1991 . . The most tantalizing one is for Paradise
Canoes, a canoe trip: two hours of canoeing down a shallow
river,

never more

than two feet

beaches at intervals.

deep,

with small,

sandy

On the cover of the brochure, a bathing

beauty lies on a sandy beach, her canoe pulled up securely
behind her.

The beaches will give us a place to rest, we

think, and the shallowness is a real safety feature for our
children.

We make a reservation.

The next day we meet our guide who drives us to the head
of the Perdido River in his rusty, unairconditioned van.
spend fifteen minutes

bumping along rough,

We

unpaved roads

before we arrive, still feeling confident.
Our guide launches the canoes and demonstrates a few
paddle maneuvers.

He tells us our seat cushions also serve as

life preservers.

Since the day is overcast, we ask him where

to go in case of lightning.
leaves.

He says he doesn't know and

We feel alone.

John, my husband, boards one canoe with Ellen, fourteen,
and Ken, eight.

I take Johnny, fifteen, and Maria, ten.

notice at once that the water is deep here,

We

but hope it
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changes as we go downstream.
and it appears deep also.

We canoe into the river proper,

The plentiful, small sandy beaches

are an unusual sight for us, but they are uninhabited.

Every

once in a while, a log situated vertically along the bank bobs
up and down vigorously, an eerie sight in this desolation.
Somewhat frightened by these logs, the children become more
so, when the two with me spot an alligator close to my paddle.
The sandy beaches suddenly lose their appeal.

Some paradise,

we mutter.
The river is twenty-five feet wide or more with a swift
current and debris piled up on the banks, all products of the
recent rains, we realize.

We've never been in this situation

before, but Johnny and I are pleased with ourselves.

We've

taken over the lead.
Up ahead the river narrows to eight feet, increasing the
current speed.

Johnny and I try the guide's maneuvers, but we

fail, and crash head-on into a clump of trees.

The branches

push me out of the canoe that turns over as I go.
touch bottom and am moving downstream.
Maria.

I can't

Johnny surfaces, then

The canoe is turned over, but they hang onto it.

Suddenly it flips over again in the current, and we see our
shoes for just a moment.

The children sit in the water-filled

canoe, but it continues downstream, and we have nothing to
guide it.

The bank is too steep to climb. John's canoe comes

alongside with Ken crying for us.
bring the canoe to the other side.

John yells to Johnny to
Maria and I hang onto
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John's canoe to get to the bank, but this side is too steep
also.

Two three-inch diameter spiders fall by Ellen's feet

and she becomes hysterical.

John now has two wailing kids

aboard and is unable to help us.

I try to swim out a little

to see a sandy beach, where we can pull up our canoe to get
the water out.
along in it,

But the current is strong, and I am carried
hitting large hard objects underwater that I

hope aren't alligators.
opposite bank.
to me.

I land in a pile of dead logs on the

John and Johnny manage to get their canoe over

While I am holding the capsized canoe, Johnny reaches

the shore over the logs, and Maria climbs from a tree trunk
into John's canoe.

Suddenly, the capsized canoe goes deeper

underwater, and I am standing on it.

I have to let go to get

to shore and it pops up, caught in debris, close to the shore.
Only a third of it shows.
Johnny and I stand on the bank, near the canoe, while
John and three

children canoe downstream for

the

guide.

Standing still, we are plagued with stinging insects; moving
about, our bare feet are pricked by sharp leaves underfoot.
We stand still, swat, and wait.

Not quite as restful as the

colorful brochure, we agree.
We hear the motor boat coming before we see our guide.
He asks curtly if we're all right.

We board his boat and look

back at our canoe, the bow-message still readable: "Leave only
your Footprints."
your shoes,

We could add: your canoe, your paddles,

and your life-preserver-seat combination that

floated quietly downstream long ago.
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Medical Writing

Medical writing can be channeled into several routes:

1)

to the general public in the form of newspaper and magazine
articles;

2)

technicians;

to paramedical professionals like nurses and
3)

to

physicians

newspapers, and newsletters.

in

the

form

of

journals,

The use of medical terminology

increases with each group, but all of the writing requires
precision.
fewest

The goal is to provide maximum information in the

words

without

abolishing

readability.

Medical

terminology can be unintelligible and frustrating to nonmedical people.

Used correctly among trained personnel,

medical terminology

saves time and enhances clarity.

A good example of medical writing for the general public
is the Monday "Health and Fitness Section" of The_Birmin_g_ham
Technical terms are defined, requiring the writer to

News.

know which terms would be generally unknown to the reading
public.

Careful selection of the precise English word adds

clarity to the articles; precision, in turn, requires a large
English vocabulary.
Similarly, accurate medical writing for medical workers
requires

a

large

medical

vocabulary.

Statistics

and

experimental outcomes or projections can be strung together in
fact form, but variation in sentence structure breaks the
monotony.

The medical letters like the W.!3J,lness Lette;i;: from
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University of California Medical School, Berkeley, and The
Harvard Mental Health Lette~, are written for physicians and
other health care workers.

Topics are discussed briefly in

essay form that non-physicians can comprehend.
Medical journals for physicians, like the New England
Journal of Medicine,

medical

The main articles are scientific research results.

terms.
After

are presented in technical,

a

short

introduction,

the

authors

materials and methods, and their observations.

present

their

Final data is

discussed and related to other studies' findings.

Sometimes

the work is not immediately applicable for the practitioner;
it might be work on laboratory animals or with experimental
medicines.

But reading the article

gives

the physician

current information on the subject and triggers other research
ideas or speculation about the future.
To be a productive medical writer, one needs the whole
range of writing skills, from the informal and non-technical
to the highly technical.

An adequate vocabulary in English

and technical terms must be combined with a clear, lucid,
simple prose style.
which the technical
technical works.

English words are the basic vehicle upon
terms are carried,

even in the most
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Beagle Pups

Uncle Joe had a new dark brown Impala Chevrolet.
coming before I saw him.

I heard him

His windows were down and from his radio

came the voice of Tennessee Ernie Ford blasting "Sixteen Tons."
Red dust followed him in thick clouds on that hot, muggy July day.
"Hey, Sweetheart."

He called to me as he skidded to a stop.

"How would you like to take care of my pups for a while?"
there they were.

Two black and white Beagle pups wiggling and

slurping all over me.
you?

And

"Can you handle them?

Are they too much for

I'll buy you a new dress if you can take care of them for

about a month.

Hey, Hon, I'll get you a whole new outfit."

He didn't have to say another word.
cute pups to play with was enough for me.

Just having those two
The promise of a new

dress or a whole outfit was Tootsie Rolls, chocolate ice cream, and
a Saturday matinee with a Mickey Mouse cartoon all rolled into one.
My older sisters were the only ones who ever had new clothes.

All

of my dresses were either made by Mama or came directly from an
older sibling.

Uncle Joe had to be my fairy godfather.

Cinderella

didn't have a thing on me.
I didn't know what Uncle Joe wanted to name the pups, so I
just called them puppy,

both of them.

We ran in the woods,

pretended to track rabbits, chased cats, and tried to climb trees.
Neither pup could ever cross a log, no matter how big or small.
They would get their front paws over and just wiggle and bark until
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they couldn't go either way.

I would laugh until I cried, then

come to their rescue.
Before school started,
driveway.

Uncle Joe again whizzed into

The puppies and I were in the front yard.

them up and put them in the back seat.
Bunch.

our

He gathered

"Sure do thank you, Honey

You took real good care of them."

Ernest Tubb began singing on the radio.

Uncle Joe turned it

wide open and zoomed out of the yard, leaving a ten year old girl
in a hand-me-down dress waving with all her heart. Long after he
was gone, she could still hear the strains from his radio, ''I'm
hoping and I'm praying that my heart breaks right in two.
walking ..... over you."

I'm
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A Possum For a Roommate

The temperature had dropped during the night.

I snuggled

closer to Bob's back and his heat warmed me through as sleep pulled
me down into its depths.
Consciousness

again

claimed

dragged

it

protestingly back as the ringing phone blasted sleep away.

I

grabbed the phone from its cradle,

my

mind

and

knocking it to the floor.

"Hello," I shouted, bumping my teeth hard against the receiver.
"Mom? Mama? How do you kill a possum?"
"What?

Jeff? Is this you? What are you talking about?"

Bob grunted and rolled over.
No possum could wake him.

His soft snoring started again.

Why isn't the phone on his side of the

bed, I thought.
"There's a possum in my apartment, or maybe it's a big rat.
I don't know what it is.

How do I get it out of here?"

Sleep had said a definite farewell. ''Jeff, there can't be a
possum in your apartment.

It has to be a rat.

bat or something and kill the thing.
What are you calling me for anyway?

Get a broom or a

Open the door and run it out.
I'm sixty-five miles away.

See if you can't handle this. You've managed to lift almost four
times your weight in the weight room and outsprint Bama's fastest
sprint man.
"Bye,"

Surely, you can handle one little 'ol possum."
He slammed the receiver.

Bob woke up and wanted to know what was happening.

I told
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him.

A string of favorite action words with few verbs came from

him and I was ordered to give the boy a few minutes and call back.
''Probably put there by some of those football practical jokers.
See if he gets it out of there."
After about fifteen minutes I called again.
but still aggravated,
door and chased him.

''No.

Jeff was calmer,

I can't get him out.

I thought I had him.

I opened the

He was heading straight

for the door but he ran right past, turned and went behind the
stove.

I can't get to him.

I sprayed him with everything:

hairspray, Lysol, deodorant. He won't come out.

I got a good look

at him and he's definitely a possum, about half grown."
As it turned out, "The Poss" took charge of the situation.
settled in quite nicely.

He

He taught Jeff to watch his step, leave

out potato chips for him, and he also cleaned up all of Jeff's
garbage.

Jeff quit trying to get rid of him and decided "The Poss"

made a decent roommate.
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The Chips Are Loaded
"He has to

"Ed's been drafted," Bob remarked.

get

his

physical this week and can't go on the road trip with us."
Instantly,

I

felt sorry for

him and

decided I

would do

something to cheer him.
The team left the next day and I faced a week without Bob in
Decatur, Illinois. I had already made several friends.
people welcome

baseball

farm

leagues

to

Plenty of

town and

the

Giant

Organization was easy to know. Life was a lot of fun those first
early years of our marriage.
I

decided to try the recipe on

the package of

Chocolate Chips, the one for chocolate chip cookies.

Nestle's
Ed Quinby

should like those. I decided to double it to make sure there were
enough.

Surprisingly, it turned out to be enough to fill my big

canister and a plate, too.

As I was cleaning up the mess, Ed

knocked on my door.
"Can I come in?" he asked.
"Oh, sure, Ed.
time.

Bob told me you wouldn't go with the team this

I've just baked some cookies, hope you like them."
He grinned and his white teeth flashed in his handsome face.

"Well, I could smell them all the way to my place.
reason I came.

You do know I've got a big appetite?

That's the
Better have

made plenty."
I gave the plate to him and he settled on the couch.
started talking about the Army.

He was scared, I could tell.

He
A
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two year stint in the Army would end his baseball career and he had
a big future in front of him.

He was a super nice guy.

It was

plain to see he was worried.

We watched TV until it signed off.

Ed really liked the cookies.

He ate the plateful and the canister

of cookies, too.

I was glad I had baked a double batch.

"I'm sorry," he said as he handed me the empty container.
"I'm glad you didn't make anymore.

I'll see you in a week when I

get back from taking my physical."
Bob and the team came back late in the night about five days
later.

Road trips were rough and tiring.

Bob slept late the next

morning but made it to practice on time.
I went a little early that day to the game, hoping to talk to
some of the players.

"Bob and the manager need to see you,"

Ronald, the gatekeeper told me.
When I arrived at the dug out, the manager gave me a lopsided
grin and said, ''Ed's in the hospital.

He fainted at his physical.

Bob said you cooked something for him. When my wife and I first
married, she wasn't a very good cook and I was wondering what it
was you cooked.

The doctor says he has an ulcer and can't go in

the Army just yet.

Ed sure is thanking you.

want the recipe to put on the dugout wall.

Whatever it was, I

I'm tired of losing my

boys just as they're getting started."
My

cookies are still famous. Just use the recipe on the bag

and double it.

Make sure the intended victim eats all of the

cookies at the first sitting.
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Someday

It was raining lightly, muggy, and almost hot,
that December Christmas Day.
My last doll had arrived by mail,
Baby Blue Eyes. I was afraid to be happy.
Mama wasn't there but in the hospital.
Her baby was dead.
"A blue baby," the doctor said.
I went to a neighbor's as the house
filled with relatives and friends.
That same day we all went to the
Pisgah Cemetery and laid the
"baby of blue" to rest.
At home, my Baby Blue Eyes, my last,
waited to play.
Mama's last baby, Baby Blue, would
forever wait.
Wait for Mama to play.
Someday.
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Papa
My

dad was "Papa" not only to his three daughters and six

sons, several grandchildren and a few great grandchildren, but
to a host of other people.

He was a handsome man, not tall,

just five feet four inches with smoke-colored eyes and black,
curly hair.
Papa used "colorful" language sometimes, but he sur0
didn't allow us to repeat his talk.
when we said it.

It was called "cussin"

Once he whipped me with a razor strap (a

two-and-one-half inch strap to hone a straight razor)
saying "dad-gum-it."

for

That razor strap sure kept us kids honed

in shape throughout my childhood.
Papa worked hard.

He farmed, worked at Brown's Lumber

Company, and at night hauled coal.
time at the cotton gin.
go to the
"sorry."

Sometimes he worked part-

He thought if you didn't work hard,

Baptist Church,

and vote Democratic,

He believed in teaching by doing.

taught us

to

go

to church,

to work,

you were

He definitely

and to be honest.

Sometimes the razor strap came into action in these lessons.
These were difficult growing up years, but today we appreciate
Papa's wisdom.
Papa didn't have a lot of formal education and Lord knows
he wasn't a preacher, but he had a lot of good advice and one
line-sermons such as:

''It takes half of your time tending to

your business and the other half leaving the other fellow's
alone."

He used to say, "All you have is what you give away."
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He would send us on an errand and to speed things up, he would
say, "Turn your cap around so I' 11 think you are coming back."
Papa was the only person I've ever known that could make,
"Come on, let's go to the house," sound like an adventure.
Papa read the Bible daily and could quote it.
good at math.
school.

He was

He prided himself in sending his children to

He also liked to help people.

I remember once he

went to town and brought back a bushel of apples.

Mama asked,

"Why did you buy apples when there are apples on the ground
rotting in the orchard?"

Papa replied, "Well, it's like this.

A crippled man was in town that needed to sell these apples,
and I needed to buy them."
Papa was a family man.
breakfast.

He always helped Mama cook

He was a pretty good cook himself.

delicious "batter" bread instead of biscuits.

He could make
He never ate a

meal that he didn't tell my mama, "The best I ever ate."
was always telling Mama, "You sure are pretty!"

He

Papa was a

mighty fine husband.
If an award had been given for good neighbor, Papa would
have gotten it.

He helped people in need and gave shelter to

the homeless and food to the hungry.

Our house was always

filled with people who needed a place to stay--an uncle or
two, grandchildren, grandma, nieces, and nephews.
In the early days before there were funeral homes in
every little town, including ours, Papa served as undertaker.
When there was a death, the neighbors would call on the old
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crank-type telephone; three short rings was our ring.

There

wasn't any need, though; everybody always "listened in" to
find out what had happened.

Papa would stop whatever he was

doing and go to the home to bathe, shave, and "lay out" the
dead.

He would do whatever needed to be done: help make the

coffin,

dig

the

grave,

and

assist

with

morning

Papa

the

funeral

arrangements.
Early

one

cold

October

slipped

into

eternity, leaving a cold vacancy in our hearts but a rich
heritage of sweet and warm memories.
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That Old Log Barn
I like barns.

Most people look at pretty houses when

they are riding on the highways.

I look at barns and wish

that I had an old log barn behind my house.
Once we had a big barn.

A hall ran through the middle,

and on each side were three or four big stalls.
for the horses.

These were

Around the complete barn were sheds.

Some of

these were stalls for cows and calves, and some were used for
storage.
a loft.

Above all of this was the upstairs which we called
Usually, hay was stored here.

The loft was a perfect place for a mother cat to hide her
kittens.

It was a perfect place to play "hide and go seek."

That loft was also great to build castles out of bales of hay.
Generations of cows, horses, and other animals lived in that
old log barn.

My mom
springtime.

died

in

one

of

those

stables.

She

loved

"Everything is so new," Mama always said.

That

spring morning in April she had gone to the barn to see a
newborn calf.

Papa would follow in a few minutes, but when he

got there, she was gone, dead of a heart attack.
That old barn witnessed happiness and sadness.

Over 100

cars followed the hearse that carried my Mama away from her
beloved

home

processions,

right
family

past

that

old

reunions,

and

processions passed that old barn.

log
some

barn.
more

Wedding
funeral
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Now all the horses, cows, and other animals were gone.
They were not needed any more.

The farm and the farmer had

retired. Most of the children were gone away, some far away.
A few lived close to the old home place.

That lonely old log

barn stood by the side of the road, a monument to life and
death, and to sadness and happiness.
Lot of old things were stored there: saddles, harnesses,
plows, and tools.

There were dressers, chairs, and all kinds

of old antiques, some of them priceless, I'm sure.
came one day in the form of a paved road.

Progress

Papa said to the

construction crew, "Turn it over, plow it under; it's no more
good.

It served its purpose, let it go.''

The construction

crew buried that old log barn with all of its contents under
the tons of dirt and cement.
the old log barn stood.

Now there is a paved road where
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Embarassing Moment

The minister went to the home of a church member whose
husband had died.

The house was filled with caring friends

and helpful neighbors, so there was very little space for the
minister to comfort the widow.
There were so many people in the hall that the minister
just opened a door and stepped in with the widow and her
daughter.

As soon as the door was closed for some privacy,

the preacher accidently backed against the handle of the
commode and flushed.
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My Sister
I had brothers four.
I wanted a sister to adore.
Only four and half was I.
Will a little sister cry?
God sent a sister, blue eyed and blond.
We named her "Ellen." She created a special bond.
She did cry some, but I didn't care.
Wish for another, I didn't dare.
sister is a gift from above.
For Ellen, I have much love,
How very much, I cannot say.
Best wishes and a Happy Birthday.

My
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MY BABY
On Saturday I felt
My baby move last,
On Sunday no move at all
Monday I went to the doctor fast.
The Doctor pushed
Then he listened, and
"I can't find a
none at all.''

and punched,
shook his head.
heartbeat,
He said.

The doctor said, ''We'll wait,
now be patient." I tried.
Wednesday long and hard labor,
"Alas! My baby is dead," I cried.

l
'

i
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Pennies, Promises, and Tootsie Roll Pops

When I was a small child, my family and I lived with my
maternal grandparents.
heart

My grandfather was bed-ridden with a

condition and my

great-grandmother with

a

stroke.

Because times were hard and medical bills continued to mount,
my grandmother and mother joined the work force.
Days become endless for a six-year old in a house of
invalids, so I spent much of my time being shushed from one
sick room to the other.

Often, I would climb into the big

hospital bed with Miss Ma and listen to beautiful stories from
her childhood,

As Miss Ma became weaker and weaker,

the

stories grew shorter and shorter, until finally they came no
more, and I would just crawl into bed and hold her hand and
remember the stories myself.
When not in Miss Ma's room, I could usually be found in
my grandfather's room.

He, too, had wonderful boyhood stories

about life on a Tennessee farm.

Like Miss Ma, he would tire

easily and the stories were often cut short by his snoring.
It was during this time in my life that Joyce Johnson
became my best friend.

Her grandmother worked in our home,

caring for my family while my mother and grandmother worked
downtown.

I took an immediate liking to the lovely young

brown girl and her quiet ways.

Although we were the same age,

I recognized her as my immediate superior, when I discovered
that Joyce could read.

Not just the ''See Sally Run'' books I
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pretended to read, but real big-people books.

The fact that

Joyce was in no way vain about this skill and never lauded it
over me made me

love her even more .

She returned the

admiration, and for one short, hot summer two little girls
ignored the color-line and became best friends.
Every

morning

around

eight

o'clock

Joyce

and

I

accompanied Mrs. Johnson to the small grocery store at the end
of the block.

Before we left, my grandfather would call us to

his sickroom and press a penny into each of our hands.

He

would wink and put his fingers to his lips indicating secrecy.
He had been forbidden to give us pennies because we always
used it for candy, and the women in the house insisted that
the candy ruined our teeth.

I

We left for the store early to avoid the hot Southern
sun.

While Mrs. Johnson busied herself with the fruits and

vegetables in the back of the store, Joyce and I silently
slipped the pennies on the counter and pointed to the Tootsie
Roll Pops.
one.

Since the candy was two cents, we could buy only

We developed elaborate plans to ensure that the candy

lasted as long as possible and that each girl received her
fair share.

Because of our great respect for one another,

neither girl ever broke the rules and bit into the candy.
When the hard candy disappeared, we evenly divided the soft
round Tootsie Roll in the middle.

,I

The plan worked flawlessly for the entire summer, with
only one catastrophe.

Joyce's four-year-old brother, Darrell,
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spied us buying the candy and threatened to "tell."

Against

Joyce's strong warnings, I explained the rules to Darrell and
offered him the first lick as hush-money.

Joyce and I watched

in horror as Darrell devoured the candy in one crunch.

Joyce

called him a "fiend" and pinched his arm, and we vowed never
to mention his name again.

We even stuck our fingers with

pins and took a blood oath to seal the bargain.
In early August, our house bustled with the impending
arrival of visiting relatives.

Our grandmothers dressed us in

stiff organdy Sunday dresses, and we accompanied them to the
train depot.

The ceiling fans in the train station offered

little relief and our sweaty-sweet skin stuck to the hard
wooden benches.

The train was late and we were miserable.

Joyce spied a water fountain and we took turns holding up one
another for a drink.
never finish.

I held Joyce first and thought she would

She then lifted me and I took large gulps of

the icy water.
From across the room, we heard both grandmothers gasp and
watched them as they

bolted to the water fountain.

My

grandmother shook me violently and her grandmother did the
same, shrieking that Joyce was to blame for the illusive
crime.

"Joyce Johnson, you know better than that!

read that sign; you know it says colored!
get you home!"

You can

Just wait until I

Joyce began to cry and Mrs. Johnson slapped

her face; I began to cry and my grandmother pinched me.
I discovered that

the eyes of

the entire room were
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riveted on our fracas and for the first time in my life, I
experienced red-faced shame.
our terrible crime.

Worse yet, I could not fathom

My grandmother explained it quietly to

me, but I still could not understand why my best friend and I,
who must have shared over fifty Tootsie Roll Pops, could not
share the same water fountain.

My grandmother promised me

that I would understand all of this when I grew up.
be the only lie that my grandmother ever told me.

i
I

. I

It was to
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A Educational Trip to the Farm
When I was a "citified" six-year-old, my parents decided
that I needed an educational trip to a relative's farm near
My father had shared such delightful stories

Little Rock.
about

life

on

the

farm

that

I

could barely contain

my

excitement. My mouth watered at the thought of farm-fresh
eggs, country-cured ham, fresh sweetmilk, and icy-cold spring
water. I was told that my Uncle Ed had horses, cows, pigs,
ducks, and chickens,

and I intended to befriend each· and

every one of them.
Shortly after I arrived at the farm, my Aunt Ruby invited
me to accompany her to the chicken coop to gather eggs.
I knew all about eggs, or so I thought.

Now,

I had eaten boiled

eggs, scrambled eggs, fried eggs, and deviled eggs;

I was

practically an "eggs-pert." My expertise, however, was in the
field of "city eggs," not "country eggs."
difference.

There is a distinct

I was not sure where "city eggs" came from, but

the enlightening trip to the chicken coop left no doubt as to
the origin of ''country eggs.''
would eat

another

egg,

and

It would be months before I
then

only because my mother

convinced me that she bought her eggs from a factory.
I was shocked to discover that the farmhouse had no
bathroom:

Uncle Ed was convinced that inside toilets were not

sanitary.

Aunt Ruby accompanied me to a building known as the

"outhouse," and continued my farm "education." She burst into
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knee-slapping hysterics when I asked, "How do I flush it?"
Upon returning to the farmhouse,

she shared my humiliating,

childish blunder with the entire family.
Late

that

afternoon,

my

father

instructed

me

to

accompany Uncle Ed to the barn to "milk a cow."

I was

hesitant because of my earlier "egg experience,"

but my

father insisted that it would be an educational experience I
would not soon forget. (My father was infamous for his sense
of humor.)

I had no idea what "milking a cow" involved,

but

by no stretch of the imagination could I have fathomed the
reality of such a barbarous act. I had taken an immediate
liking to Uncle Ed, but that ended when I observed his obvious
delight in milking Bessie. He was, undoubtedly, a pervert and
could not be trusted.

I slipped away from the barn at the

first opportune moment and hastily returned to the safety of
the screened porch.

I was relieved to find my mother, alone

on the porch, and shared with her the dark family secret.

She

assured me that Uncle Ed was a good, Christian man and sternly
cautioned that I keep these imaginative misgivings to myself.
Uncle Ed soon tramped in the back door with his proud
pail, gathered my family around the kitchen table and actually
insisted that we sample the pungent, warm milk.

My parents,

obviously oblivious to the source of the milk, agreed to the
offer. I tried vainly to warn them, but I got little for my
effort.

My mother pinched a blue mark on my arm, and my
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father shot me threatening glances.

Poor fools, if only they

had seen where that milk came from!
My

farm-fantasy continued to erode by

the hour.

I

discovered that the icy-cold stream water was indeed cold, but
that it was sulphur water with a vile taste that defies
description.

Uncle Ed escorted my father and me (I refused to

go alone) to the smoke-house for further "education."
sweet meat smell was inviting,
not.

The

but the tiny dark shed was

I clutched fiercely to my father's hand and attempted to

discreetly point out the ax hanging on the smoke-house door.
He roughly squeezed my hand and growled for me to "behave."
Obviously, the poor man was unaware of his uncle's deviant
tendencies.

Uncle Ed proceeded, in graphic detail, to explain

the manner in which one obtains country-cured ham.

My

father,

much to my dismay, listened without emotion to the grizzly
description.

If

I

had any doubts

that

psychopath, they were instantly dismissed.

Uncle

Ed was

a

In fact, I had

begun to suspiciously eye my own father, whom I had once
naively considered sane.
I was to discover that these psychopathic tendencies were
deeply inherent in our family tree, when Aunt Ruby insisted
that I join her in the chicken yard.
was a

fat, pleasant,

sweet-dimpled smile.

red-faced,

I liked Aunt Ruby.

She

red-haired woman with a

It was that smile that had lulled me

into believing her harmless.
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Aunt Ruby instructed me to stand quietly and watch.

I obeyed

and silently watched as she clucked softly to my feathered
friends.

I was delighted when I began to suspicion her plan.

The dear, sweet lady intended to give me a chicken for a pet!
An unsuspecting, fat hen strayed within her reach and with a
fatal swoop, Aunt Ruby grabbed the chicken by the neck. With
her sweet-dimpled smile still intact, Aunt Ruby snapped her
wrist.

To my horror, the poor chicken's head remained in her

hand while its pitiful body ran hysterically around the yard.
I recovered from the shock and ran into the house while my own
head was miraculously still intact. I sobbed uncontrollably
for several minutes before my mother could calm my hysterics.
I relayed the ghastly experience to my mother, confident that
she would quickly gather her children, husband, and belongings
and rush us to the safety of a neighboring town and notify the
proper authorities. She did no such thing.

When Aunt Ruby

returned to the house, feigning concern for my welfare, Mama
actually apologized for "my" behavior explaining that I was a
sensitive child with a vivid imagination.
Much to my family's embarrassment, I began to violently
protest further farm education.

"No!" I screamed, " I will

NOT watch Uncle Ed 'slop the hogs' and you can't make me!"

I

was not sure what "slop the hogs" entailed, but I decided that
I had experienced enough carnage in my short life.
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The nightmarish experience reached a fever pitch one
afternoon, when my exasperated mother refused to accompany me
to the outhouse.

I had never made the long walk alone because

I purposely planned my visits to coincide with that of another
family member.

When the wait became unbearable, and it was

obvious that no one else in the family

had need of

the

facilities, I was forced to make the long trek alone.
The trip was not nearly as frightening as I had imagined.
I was proudly contemplating my bravery,

when I heard a

thunderous bellow and felt the out-house tremble. A large red
cow had the urge to leisurely scratch her hide on the outhouse door: the only door.

I was trapped inside the putrid,

sweating prison for almost an hour before my father, hearing
my hysterical screams, rescued me.

The incident left me with

a life-long dread of cows and deep holes.
My educational experience lasted for two grueling weeks

and I returned to the city,

broken and scarred for life.

It

would be several weeks before I would return to my normally
optimistic, adventuresome spirit.

It was the anticipation of

first grade that provided me with the will to live.
By September I

was back to normal.

everything I expected and more.

First grade was

One afternoon,

my teacher

passed out little slips of paper called ''permission slips.''
We were instructed to have our parents sign the paper,

giving

the school permission to take us on an "educational trip to
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the farm."

I bolted for the

back door and did not stop until

I was safely locked in my own bathroom.

I remained there

until my father returned home from work and removed the hinges
from the door.
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The Secret Storm
I

sit here

in

the

calm of a

high

school

library.

Although the television in the corner serves as a constant
reminder of the war, there are sounds of progress and memories
being made.

The yearbook staff discusses the class prophecy

and the return of the class's last high school yearbook.

The

typist pecks away at square keys and with each peck a small
black letter is permanently imprinted on a smooth white page.
I could go on with normal daily activities:
study for tomorrow's lessons.

grade papers,

But my mind has deserted this

pleasant place.
I am consumed with thoughts of a chilly desert.
for

the

progress

being made

regressed to violence.
offices have failed.

there.

Actually,

I search
we

have

Negotiations in spacious, spotless

The educated voices of leadership have

been drowned out by the sounds of violence and destruction.
Television once again shows a nation divided by opinion;
.thousands gather in Washington to protest.

I shiver as our

American flag falls to the ground in sparkling ashes.

I think

of the men who are at this moment risking their lives for
these protesters to have their rights.
My thought returns to the desert and becomes witness to
death before unknown to my generation.
here is for survival.

Man's deepest concern

Is he filled with hope or fear?

He

sits crouched low beside his mammoth tank almost invisible.
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Camouflage from tank and uniform blend.
supplies this soldier nourishment.

A shiny brown packet

His face has been dusted

by harsh desert sand and winds, and though his eyes seem wide
and alert, they haven't closed in days.
His mind,
heart home.
There

is

like mine, wanders overseas and carries his

Upon arrival it enters an elementary classroom.
The

peace here.

children

diligently completing their work.

sit

in

orderly

rows

Bright colors dominate the

room and a chain of elephants, each with a letter on its back,
prances across the top of the black board.
a

In the third row

little girl patiently pushes a purple crayon across the

rough paper of a hand-made card.

One small hand clutches the

edge of the paper as the other guides the crayon.
DADDY."

"I MISS YOU

A tear wets her pink cheek and tugs at his distant

heart.
In my mind I can see the movement toward a resolution for
Over

peace.

the

horizon rises

billowing in the breeze.
over

the

shelter.

heads

of

a

cloud of white,

softly

Solid white sheets are held high

desperate

Iraqi

soldiers

longing

for

Their dark visages become more discernable as I

observe them kissing their captors' tired hands.

The joy of

security for the moment is pushed to the surface above the
small humiliation of surrender as they are lined up to be
given food and shoes.
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Farther north, thousands of people slowly wind their way
upward into the mountains of Iraq in search of refuge.

The

mountain air is filled with the continuous cry of babies whose
stomaches ache with emptiness, and a silent cry of a people
without a home,

unwanted and slowly killed by their

own

government.
Lost children scamper about frantically searching stone
faces hidden under bright headdresses.

These people have left

their homes and all possessions behind in Karbala, a city
untouched by Allied troops but annihilated by Saddam and his
militant followers.
Along the trail, an old Kurdish woman softly splashes the
cool stream water over the body of an infant who could not
survive the trek into the hills.

The tiny limp body feels

heavy in her hands as she prepares it for burial.

Other women

hold a sheet so the child can be prepared in private.

It

appears to be napping, with eyes gently held shut and mouth
slightly open as if to breathe.
soft blue lips.

Death has kissed her good-night and now her

mother must say good-bye.
others.

But no breath caresses the

Today the child will join six

Tomorrow the family will journey on as the world

turns its head.
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Young Adult Literature
In the Classroom
As I stood outside the door of Room B-2, I could hear my
ninth grade English class laughing, screaming and occasionally
banging against the door.

I imagined the

space across the

room as it filled with enough planes to give an air traffic
controller nightmares.

I

do not know why I expected them to

be eager to learn and write.

As I stood at the door summoning

the courage to enter, I repeated my daily prayer.
please don't make me go in there.

I studied hard for years so

that I would be able to help educate America's youth.
these our future leaders?

"God,

Are

Help us, please!"

It had only taken two weeks for fifth period 9-A to
instill in me this feeling of desperation.

But from this

frivolity emerged a challenge to find some method of capturing
their attention and directing that energy into a desire to
learn and to write (two actions unnatural to ninth graders).
I met this challenge by first asking myself a question.
Why do I write?
remember.

The answer was simple.

I write because I

I remember what it was like to be in high school

and to be faced with earth-shattering questions:
cheerleader?
enough?

Will he ask me out for Saturday?

Will my parents stay together?

Will I get
Am I pretty

I also wrote to see

my feelings and opinions on paper, which helped me deal with
the questions and uncertainties of adolescence.

By answering

one question I realized what I needed to do to inspire my
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students.

I had to make writing as easy and fun as possible

by relating to their age group.

I accomplished my goals by

incorporating literature written for and about young adults
into my lessons.
Adolescence is a time when feelings are at war with
everything and everyone.
sunshine.

Occasionally there is a ray of

But more often it is the rain cloud that dominates

the forecast.

Writers of young adult novels and short stories

such as M. E. Kerr, S. E. Hinton and Katerine Paterson have
helped me capture the attention of my reluctant students.
Their books seek to touch the place which is most hidden and
makes any reader and writer feel alone.

The message the

adolescent brings away from the novel and into writing is ''I
am not alone.

Other people have the same problem."

Thi_s

feeling makes the job of putting their own words and feelings
on paper less stressful and frightening.
Young adult literature is responsible for inspiring my
students to enjoy reading and writing.

I have discovered that

it does so even better than the classics.

Whether a student

who is writing in response to a young adult book writes a
stunning critique or barely skims the surface of the story, he
is likely to feel more successful in writing about his own
feelings and experiences, which is more often the style of
writing done by Judy Blume and Norma Fox Maizer than by
Nathaniel Hawthorne or Walt Whitman.
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The teaching of writing can be combined with contemporary
young

adult

literature.
article

literature

as

productively

as

with

classic

Creative writing may take the form of a newspaper

concerning

Chocolate War.

the

events

of

Robert

Somewhat dated novels

students who know the nineties.

Having students change the

Frank Bonham's Durango Street

discussion

of

relation

The

can be updated by

setting in

the

Cormier's

between

can

plot

lead to a

and

setting.

Adolescents find it less difficult to write in response to
literature that was written for young adults.

Since it is

simple and fun to use a mix of classics and young adult
literature, why shouldn't teachers do so more often?
I have received one response to my suggestion.

I was

told by a fellow teacher that to read a classic and thoroughly
understand and process it as literature her students had to be
"grown up."

I have one answer.

All too often we as adults

and teachers remind our

students that they are ''almost thirteen'' or ''almost sixteen.''
By doing this we make them feel that being an adolescent is a
disease for which there is one cure . . . "grow up!"
undermines what we should strive to teach.

This

None of us should

ever grow up or become so successful that we forget how we got
that way.

Losing

touch

detrimental to our health.

with

the

kid

in

ourselves

is

I agree with Robert Fulghum, who

believes everything we need to know we learned as children.
He gives this advice:
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''Live a balanced life--learn some and
think some and draw and paint and sing
and dance and play and work every day some ...
Be aware of wonder."
I will never lose touch with the kid in the students I teach.
Most of all, I will never lose touch with the kid in myself.
By helping students relate to characters who are near the
same age with some of the same problems (those found in young
adult literature), we may also help them effectively deal with
the problems of being an adolescent.
them to "Be aware of wonder"
what I consider a success.

This in turn will teach

throughout their lives, which is
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Time Management

It's

a

beautiful,

Guntersville.

bright

summer

morning

on

Lake

The rain from the evening before has made

everything clean and fresh.

Sitting here on the patio in the

quiet stillness of morning, I am certain there is nowhere in
the world I'd rather be.

A feeling of tranquility overcomes

me as I glance around and am surrounded by blue skies, willow
trees, calm water and exhilaratingly fresh air.
Ring!
My

The telephone sounds and I run upstairs to answer.

sister, Laurie, is on the line.

serviced tomorrow?

I agree.

Can I take her car to be

We say our farewells and I make

my way to the refrigerator to get a Coke.

I open the door and

realize there is nothing to drink; however, look at this mess!
Perishables tend to spoil here because the house is only used
on the weekends.

I clean out the refrigerator and while doing

this, wash the linens from the small bedroom.

While making

the bed, I realize I have a baby shower to attend tomorrow
afternoon.

I'll have to call Laurie and cancel, or perhaps

I'll call Anne, my expecting friend, say my regrets and send
the gift.

I could service the car in the morning, go to class

until two and then make the shower.

I can do it.

But

what about the essay due tomorrow for the writing class?

I've

got to start writing.

Writing!

Sure!

I must write a check to the
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power company.

In fact, Ma Bell, I'm certain, would like to

capture my signature on a personal check.
I start home to tackle these meaningful tasks and realize
during my journey that I have two letters to write, three
weeks worth of dry cleaning to pick up, garbage to carry out,
and I must wax my moustache before my dental appointment
tomorrow at 3:00.

Whoa!

My mind is racing.

enjoy one hour of peace and solitude?

Why can I not

Must I schedule, plan,

organize, and occupy every waking moment of my time?

I rush

to class, hurry to the gym, quickly eat dinner, and scurry to
bed.
Time management, or perhaps the lack of time to do all we
would like to,

can often push us to the point of mental

distress and physical exhaustion.

So why do we strive to

manipulate something we cannot control? Time is constant.

We

may rush and worry until we meet that deadline, but there are
still sixty seconds each minute,

sixty minutes per hour,

twenty-four hours a day, and three hundred sixty five days
each year.
Perhaps I have taken a lengthy route to stress a simple
point:

Take time out to enjoy life.

Responsibilities are

important and priorities must be in order, but life is too
brief to dwell on matters we cannot change.
and self we should never neglect.
caught up in the race for time.

Family, friends,

We all at some time get

When this happens we need to

realize that it's not so important to win the race,

but
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A Psychological Analysis

After being in the classroom only days into the first
semester of this past school year, I was faced with what seems
to be a school-wide perplexity.

When mentioning any writing

assignment, I found that some traumatic event, perhaps rooting
back to childhood and which possibly Sigmund Freud would
attribute to deprivation or over-compensation, has instilled
great fear in the students.
dreaded word

(;LSJ!ll

It seemed strange that when that

was stated,

Jermaine started rapping,

LaShundra began napping and any interest or motivation I had
sparked

in

the

students

was

collapsing.

It's

Darn!

unfortunate I sold those psychology and sociology books from
college,

but

importance.

at

the

time,

Never did

I

cash on
imagine

hand was

these

of

greater

creatures

called

teenagers were such complex beings.
Faced with this predicament, sans my college textbooks or
any prior experience teaching the writing process, I tried to
enter the minds of these fourteen-and fifteen-year-olds.
would they enjoy writing about?

What

How could I capture their

attention and motivate them to write?

I was clueless.

The first writing assignment was a free-for-all.

The

students could write about any topic, using any format, while
grammar,. organization and content would not be considered.

Of
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course,

they were

informed that anything which might

be

offensive to me should be avoided.
They

loved

responsive.

it!

My

wayfaring

Jermaine wrote a rap.

"The Importance of Multiple,
breathing after all.
as

abortion,

were

even

LaShundra titled her paper

Daily Naps!"

Wow!

She is

Papers were written on topics as serious

censorship of music,

exercise broke

students

and date

the writing barrier for

the

rape.

This

students

and

allowed me to get to better know them and be aware of issues
in which they were interested.
Psychological analyses are not necessary to complete the
writing process.
students require.

An open mind and a willing hand are all that
This

openness and willingness

can

be

achieved by alleviating student fear of writing, and this
writing assignment served this purpose.
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Maturity
Why does it seem . . .
Those old remain the same.
Those equal become babes.
Thoughts of youth are lost.
Ideas of mother now mine.
Children bothersome, become precious.
Days long, now short.
Youth restless becomes settled.
Money frivolous, now necessary.
Dreams thought impossible, fulfilled.
Goals attained, never enough.
Time once endless, limited.
Life selfish, now cherished.
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A Reason to Smile

He is here in the color of my hair,
Especially now .that it is tinged with grey.
I see it, and thinking of him,
I smile.
He is here in my brother's curls.
When I say this to my brother,
Eugene thinks of him and
Then smiles.
He is here embodied in my daughters.
Carri's drive and ambition are his.
Rachel's caring, friendly, peace-loving nature
is his, too.
I tell them this. They wish they had known him and
They smile.
He left too soon, still a young man.
Yet, because of his nurturing, we grew right along.
His love is here still.
Feeling it now and knowing we're strong,
We smile.
He looks on us from above
And sees what we have become.
He sees that he is still with us and
He smiles.
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Clara's House
I have a special place where I can go anytime I have a
need.

At one point in my life I went there for spiritual

guidance.

This was given to me, not in a dictatorial manner,

but almost argumentatively, thus enabling me to clarify my own
position.

For this guidance, unsolicited yet freely given, I

will always be grateful.
When my children were sick and I was teaching school,
they went to this place which became special to them, too.
While there, they learned to quilt and drink coffee mixed half
with milk and lots of sugar.
long as

they wanted.

They were held and talked to as

They called this place

"My Other

Grandmother's."
Clara's house is how this place is known to me.
course, Clara lives there.

Of

Her husband was the pastor of my

church many years ago and that is how I first met him and her.
Then, their house was located on property my husband and I
owned and I suppose that is one reason we became close,

We

have remained close because Clara is probably my best friend,
although agewise, she is closer to my mother,

Her formal

education lags behind mine, yet her wisdom is far superior.
I can sit at her house and talk and listen for hours without
ever getting enough.

If I don't get to go often, I begin to

long for our conversations around her kitchen table.
though she is a near-saint to me, Clara smokes.

Even

Because of
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this, the smell of smoke always makes me smile just a little.
I used to smell the girls' hair for comfort before bathing
them to

get rid of

this odor after their visits

there.

Sometimes we can still detect "the smell of Clara's house" on
cuddly dolls she made for them.
When my family reads my note saying, "Gone to Clara's,"
they are glad because they know
smelling of
inside.

smoke

on

I' 11 probably come

the outside,

but

feeling

back

wonderful
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Perfect Company
The day was working out wonderfully!

School was over for

another week; all the papers were graded and plans for the
coming week were made.

I had just enough time to prepare my

family's favorite meal.

Rachel, my sixteen-year-old daughter,

planned to be home to help before going to the game with
Donnie, her boyfriend.

Glenn, my husband, had time off to

spend a rare evening at home.
Carri to come home from college.

And it was almost time for
Everything was happening

exactly as I had hoped it would!
''Hey, Mom,'' said the tall blonde girl as she greeted me
with a warm hug.
my trunk."

"I can use a hand getting the things out of

As we made trip after trip from her car to the

house (mostly the laundry room) she told me how well things
were going for her at the university.

She had just received

notice that she had been accepted into the sophomore honor
society to which she had applied.

Of course, this news just

added to the giddy happiness I was beginning to feel about the
perfect evening.
Shortly after Carri and I settled into the kitchen to
complete the meal and talk, Rachel joined us, greeting her
sister with a sharp punch on the arm just so Carri would
remember that, even though she was older and taller, Rachel
was still stronger and would not be ignored or intimidated.
This playful banter reminded me of their younger days.
smiled watching them.

I
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Glenn came in shortly before dinner was ready.

This gave

him an opportunity to reacquaint himself with both girls in
the den while I was busy in the kitchen.
I set the table with all the company things, even though
it was just the family.

All the time I was thinking that just

the four of us were the best possible ''company.''
Above my contented humming,
that did not belong to my husband.
between the kitchen and den.

I heard a masculine voice
I walked to the opening

I saw the owner of the voice.

He was tall, but well built, and very good looking.

He was

talking very animatedly about his business that he began while
still in high school.

He said that because he had been

putting a lot of time and all of the profits into it, the
business was really growing now.

He explained that he was

completely financially independent of his parents.
All the time he was talking to Glenn, Carri was watching
him.

As she did so, she moved magnetically toward him until

she was standing very close to his side.

He un_consciously

placed his arm around her shoulder as he continued to talk
excitedly about future plans.

Carri's adoring look left his

face for a moment as she turned to me,

"Is it all right if

Kevin stays for dinner?''
I lowered my eyes to hide the tear as I replied, ''Sure,
but will you ask him to help with the dishes later?
feel very well."

I don't
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Rachel
She entered the world not when expected, but when she chose
Not with a wail, but with quiet, peaceful repose.
"Is she dead?" was my first anxious question.
"Definitely not," Eiaid Dr 0. "She is the epitomy of
perfection."
We never doubted this in those first wonderful weeks,
As each time she awakened she smiled from cheek to cheek.
She loves all things that are soft and need her care.
Knowing this, God gave her love and lots of hugs to share.
She's the child of my heart, not of my head,
Easy to talk too, but not easily led,
She's the baby of our family, yet it's plain to see
She keeps the peace now and will later keep me.
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BY THE BOOK

There are probably 350 books of every size, shape and
description stuck in every available space around my house,
and I feel so happy when someone takes time to notice them.
Sometimes I imagine my books stand up a little straighter when
someone approaches their home, and I swear I've heard one or
two of

them let

out a

shiver of

delight and a sigh of

contentment when someone runs his finger along their spines to
look at their titles.
Facing the entry into my living room is an old chest of
drawers my grandfather and

I converted into

a

bookcase.

Grandmother bought the chest for a dollar at a yard sale, and
we loaded it into the back seat of my old Chevy Nova.

It had

no drawers, and the back was broken out, but the frame was in
good shape.

Granddaddy cut shelves and replaced the back, and

he and I covered the top and the shelves with contact paper
patterned in blue seashells.

We moved it into my living room,

and I spent the next three hours alphabetically arranging the
paperbacks that would go on it. That alphabetical arrangement
lasted just about as long as it took. me to gather the books
around the house and stack them in neat piles.
arranging up to fate.

Even

frequent

again and again to that bookcase.

visitors

Now I leave
are

drawn

Most people who come to my

home are disciples of literature like I am, and that bookcase
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serves as a type

of al tar.

alabaster doves on top of it.

There are even candles

and

One friend of mine did actually

kneel down before it, but that could have been because he is
six-foot five and was feeling a bit hemmed in with the sevenfoot ceiling just inches above his head.
that, though.

Maybe it wasn't

I could have sworn he said, "Amen" as he rose.

This bookcase contains about 200 of my books, and more
than half of them are paperbacks.

Most have been purchased on

monthly "bookings," a trip to scrounge through the books at
the Goodwill and the Salvation Army.

Some of the treasures I

have found include the complete works of J.R.R. Tolkein and a
beautifully illustrated hardcover edition of Call of the Wild.
I paid five dollars for the Tolkein collection, which included
six of his novels, two scholarly books on his writing, and
National Lampoon's spoof, Bored of the Rings.

Most of the

books in my home cost me twenty-five cents.
There are two other book repositories in my living room.
One is a TV cart, and most of the books on it are reference
boqks or textbooks.
has

been

converted

Then there is a wooden flower stand that
into

a

"home

entei:-tainment"

center.

Besides video equipment and a couple of games, it holds my
yearbooks (elementary through college), my diplomas, and the
Bibles (a King James and a Book of Mormon, the latter of which
I was given as an enticement to convert and kept because it is
a book).

Most visitors don't spend much time near either of
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these stands, probably because these are more formal

( and

formidable) books and they don't invite exploration the way my
collection of paperbacks does.
Having books around makes me happy.

Books are better

than animals or plants for companionship and making a dwelling
feel like a home.

Books don't shed, they don't need pruning,

and they travel well.

They take me places I've never been, or

they take me back to visit places I haven't seen in a while.
My bookcase was made and filled with love.

I loan books

with a great feeling of joy and of having connected mentally
and spiritually with the borrower.
bonds in my

life are the

Some of the strongest

results of these

connections--

discussing the books and characters and places I love.

I am

always open to new experiences, and I always find them inside
the covers of books.
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Synonyms
The catalog calls it "Beefsteak Best"
To Granddaddy, it's
"Tomatoes"
The catalog calls it ''Crimson Sweet''
To Granddaddy, it's
"Watermelon"
The catalog calls it ''Silver Queen''
To Granddaddy, it's
"Corn"
The catalog calls it "Orange Glow"
To Granddaddy, it's
"Pumpkin"
The catalog calls it a hobby
To Granddaddy, it's
"Life"
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GRANNY CLARK'S CANTALOUPE PIE
One of the wonderful things about being of Southern heritage
and being female is the passing down of traditions from mother to
daughter.

I suppose all mothers pass things on to their

daughters, but there seems to be some special mystique among
Southern women. Of all my female ancestors, I am most intrigued
with Granny Clark.

She is my maternal great-great-grandmother,

and she is the embodiment of an "iron butterfly": she worked hard
in the fields all day, kept house, cooked two full meals every
day, and still reared a family.

She had to be tough, but she was

very loving.
Back in the days when Granny was bringing up children and
grandchildren, times were very hard, especially in the South. My
grandmother was born in 1930, just after the Great Depression
began.

Country folks had to eat whatever they grew or raised.

In the summer, Granny cooked breakfast, then went to the field to
gather whatever was ready.

If green beans were the only things

ripe, the family got green beans and cornbread for lunch.
Whatever wasn't eaten then was left for supper, and if there were
no leftovers, the family ate milk and cornbread.
tough times were Granny always made dessert.

No matter how

She usually cooked

a pie, and she made it from whatever fruit was ripe.

And since

the family was poor, nothing ever went to waste in Granny's
kitchen.

It was made edible somehow.

Grandmother tells me about Granny Clark often, usually when
we are cooking.

I suppose that's because Grandmother learned to
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cook from Granny, just like I learned to cook from Grandmother.
One of Grandmother's--and my--favorites stories is about what is
probably the most "famous" of Granny's creations. Granny began
breakfast one morning and found that the cantaloupe she had
picked was not very sweet due to the dry weather.
and set it out, but no one ate much.

She peeled it

While she was clearing the

table, she decided to try to make something with the melon.

When

the family sat down to lunch, Granny placed the pie on the table
with no explanation of what it was.

Since the pie looked like

pumpkin pie, the family was surprised to find out it was made of
cantaloupe,
When I tell people my Granny made cantaloupe pie, most of
them are skeptical.

To combat this, I usually provide them with

the recipe and a sample and encourage them to try it.

Some brave

soul in the group will venture forth to taste it, and the
surprised but pleased look I get makes me think how Granny must
have felt the first time she baked one.

The pie usually goes

quickly after the first experimental nibble, and I think Granny
would have liked it that way.
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GRANNY CLARK'S CANTALOUPE PIE
2 cups cooked cantaloupe, cooled (see below)
1 cup sugar
2 heaping tablespoons flour
2 eggs, beaten
1 tablespoon vanilla flavoring
1/2 stick butter, melted
1 uncooked pie shell
Cooking the melon is similar to boiling potatoes to mash.
Peel a small melon (or half a large one) and cut into chunks.
Cook over medium heat, draining off liquid as it collects.
until melon is easy to cut with a fork.

Cook

Remove from heat, drain,

mash with a potato masher, and cool completely.
While melon cools, heat oven to 350.
flour, vanilla, and butter.
mixture.

Beat eggs; add sugar,

When melon is cool, fold into egg

Pour into unbaked pie shell and cook on center oven

rack for about 30 minutes (longer if middle does not seem to be
firm).
NOTE:

Let cool before serving.
This is not an exact recipe.

It really makes more than

one pie but is not quite enough for two.

Try to bake this so

that it will be eaten in a day or so, because it does not keep
well.

It does, however, make a great conversation piece.

share this recipe, please give Granny Clark credit for it.

If you
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A Name
Some called him "Major"
And saluted.
Some called him ''Bill''
And were good friends.
One called him ''Wee Willie''
And loved him true.
Two called him "Daddy"
And will always miss him.
Three called him "Bompy"
A super grandpa.
wink for a secret, a smile for luck,
Jelly beans for boo-boos, a bearhug for love.

A

A life fully lived
Memories forever.
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Elizabeth
I remember ...
A soft pink bundle
Bright blue eyes
Chubby pink cheeks and
Always a paci.
I remember ...
"Tang-a Daddy" at 2 a.m.
Balancing on chair backs
Little smocked dresses and
Tip-toeing in the grass.
I remember ...
The big wheel speed champ
"Banky" and Bunchy
A baby doll to love and
French braids with bows.
I remember ...
Look Park birthdays
Pappa leading Trigger
"Going up a hill" and
"Jesus Loves Me."
I remember ...
"Ungowah"
Shopping trips with Grammy
Best friend Syndie and
Liz, Lizzie, Lizard!
I remember ...
A smooth page-boy
Learning to drive
Gladeview Youth and
Clothes, clothes, clothes!
I know
A little girl,
A precious "grand,"
Now a young lady,
''Sweet sixteen.''

I know ... Elizabeth.
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Stephen William

God sent you right after midnight,
A "night owl" you became.
You were hard to burp,
Easy to love,
Grew at a rate we couldn't believe.
Jesus, Pooh, fire trucks, Roll Tide!
All found special places in your heart.
God gave you
A sister to love and aggravate.
Time passed too quickly.
Graduation's a memory-Our baby's a man on campus.
We're so proud, yet sad;
Your life at Alabama beckons
New friends, Delta Chi, football, girls!
God bless you, son.
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Jelly Beans

The Army was my orphaned father's family.

After he had

been in for a few years, he met and married Mom and they had
the two of us.

He drove a big, grey Buick Roadmaster.

It was

as heavy as a tank, so Daddy felt it would be safe if we were
in a wreck.

This was a plus for him because his nickname was

"Crash." Since he was safety conscious, he had the back doors
fixed so we couldn't accidentally open them from the inside.
Thirty years of service finally ended and Daddy retired
to Buckland to live.
maternal grandparents.
clams!

Our house was just four miles from my
My sister, Diana, and I were happy as

We got to see our grandparents a lot.

One day when I was five, Gram invited us to supper.
drove up in the yard in the Roadmaster.

We

Just as soon as Daddy

shut off the engine, Mom got out to let us out.

Diana got out

first and, since we always raced to get inside, she pushed the
door closed to slow me down.

This time,

already out of the car--all except my thumb.
the door lock and the lock engaged.

however,

It got caught in

Daddy had to then open

the door by pressing in on it just a little.
awful.

I was

The pain was

I tried not to cry and to be brave but it didn't work.

I howled.
Daddy carried me into Gram's and sat in her special chair
in the kitchen.

He couldn't bear for any of us to cry so he
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put my thumb in ice water and held me close.

To stop the

tears, he popped jelly beans into my mouth each time I opened
it.

I learned one thing.

It is impossible to cry with a

mouth crammed full of jelly beans.

To this day when I see

jelly beans, I think of Daddy holding and loving me while he
tried to get me to stop crying by pushing jelly beans into my
mouth until I resembled a fat little chipmunk.

I
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Uncle Stanley's Indian Basket
Church socials at one time were THE social events of a
Menus were

town.

carefully thought

about;

clothes were

selected and everyone was expected to attend the festivities.
These events were not frequent happenings; thus each family
tried to impress the next with their arrangements for the
social.
My Great-Great Uncle Stanley was a quiet little boy of

seven when one social was planned.

For days ahead of time,

laundry was done, recipes were thought of, tried and tested.
Stanley did his best to stay out of trouble, but at the same
time close enough to lick any bowls or spoons that were
available.
The big day finally arrived.
pressed, and carefully donned.
Mother to "stay clean."

Clothes were starched,

Dire warnings were issued by

Food had been cooked and collected,

The wagon was hitched in readiness to leave for the social.
Suddenly Mother realized she didn't have enough baskets
to convey all the goodies to the church in proper style.
Stanley was dispatched to the home of a nearby family of
Indians

named Kendrick who

resided on

the

banks

Clessons River to purchase a large splint basket.

of

the

With a few

copper pennies clutched in his fist, Stanley. left for the
Indians' home.

He carefully walked the overgrown path mindful

of the need to keep his high-buttoned shoes clean.
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Upon reaching the Kendrick's log home, Stanley asked Mr.
Kendrick if he could buy a basket

for his mother.

Mr.

Kendrick said he could but that he and his boys would have to
make it.

Stanley was told to sit and wait, so he did.

He

contented himself with watching the hens scratching around the
stoop and petting a large marmalade cat.
Back at Stanley's home his mother was getting anxious,
but his father said

not to worry, that Stanley would be back

"directly."
For two hours Mr. Kendrick cut down a tree, made splints,
and then wove a large basket for Stanley's mother.
the basket was completed.

Finally,

Stanley handed over his two pennies

and became the proud possessor of an Indian splint basket.
Stanley trudged homeward, letting the basket swing and
bang against his knees while he tried to whistle.
him at the door.

Mother met

Smiling at him, she took the basket and

quickly filled it with apple pies.

Mother, Father, and the

children all climbed into the wagon.

They were only slightly

behind schedule.
Today, Uncle Stanley's Indian basket can be seen at the
Buckland Historical Society.
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Love Lessons

There was a time when the three little words "I love you"
meant more to me than anything.

I thought this was the

ultimate way one could show how deeply his feelings ran.
Please don't misunderstand me.
love you's"

in my life.

I had not been deprived of "I

It was bEJ_cau_i,e of the love and

security that my family gave me from birth that I formed this
misconception.
I was a very
emotional one.

lucky child in that

my family was

an

We thought nothing about saying "I love you' s"

to each other, no matter who was around.

All of us did with

the exception of my grandfather.
Papaw has been a part of my life for as long as I can
remember.

He is equally as affectionate as my other family

members, but he does not choose to put his feelings into "the
three words."

I began to notice this at an early age when I

would gleefully call out to him as he was leaving our home, "I
love you, Papaw!"

The response would always be something like

"Come see me soon," or "All right now."

As I got older, I

began to say the words to him less and less frequently because
they always seemed to be in vain.

On the times I did say

them, I would have to muster my courage for fear of their
being rejected,

I began to feel sad when he didn't respond as
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I wished, and I would sometimes just wonder if it were worth
the effort.
Then, unavoidably, all of the memories that he created
for me throughout my life would sweep over my consciousness
forcing me to re-evaluate my idea of what love should be.
I remember working for Papaw at his jewelry store.

I

always believed I was helping, when I'm sure I was underfoot.
I remember Thanksgiving and Christmas dinners, when he
would sit at the head of the table, say grace, and dive right
into telling us stories of days gone by that we never really
minded hearing "one more time."
I remember listening intently to his lessons on important
issues: the value of a dollar, the importance of an education,
and the satisfaction of a job well-done.
And most of all, I remember Papaw's very own way he has
of offering me assistance, financial or verbal, in a time of
need and never making me feel like he's doing me a favor.
After thinking of all the joy that my grandfather
has given me, how he has given of his time, money, and wisdom
unselfishly, I began to wonder if the words "I love you" from
time to time would have made my memories of him more special.
Would an "I love you" mean more than a visit when I was sick
or a motivational talk about my abilities?

Would it mean more

than his frequent compliments such as "I think you have a
beautiful smile"?
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It is only now that I have come to the conclusion that "I
love you's" have very little to do with a relationship.
are just the icing on the cake.

They

Most of us like icing, but

very few of us like it with no cake.

I will take the cake,

and I will gladly take Papaw the way he is.
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Arnie Died
I will never forget the blunt words of my elementary
school principal as she made her dutiful announcement to our
class:

"Arnie died" was the only consolation we received.

Those two words spoken by my principal ring in my ears
There was no

even now as if they were spoken yesterday.

preparing us for what we were about to hear--just the icy
coldness of reality engulfing our fragile minds and forcing us
to face an ugliness of life that was so new to most of us.
Maybe

our

principal

announcement.

didn't

mean

to

be

cold

in

her

Adults, like children, have their own ways of

coping with death.
For days--possibly weeks--!

would walk

behind my house and picture Arnie in my mind.
real to me.

in the

alley

He was still

I could see him coloring busily, playing ball

competitively, or picking on one of our classmates jokingly.
I would watch for him in class expecting him to take his seat
with the others, but knowing in my heart that his seat would
forever remain empty.
Way We Were"

was

Ironically, Barbara Striesand's "The

tremendously popular

that

year,

and

I

couldn't help thinking each time I heard it how our class
would never be the same again:

Someone would be missing in

the class photograph, there would be one less person at Field
Day,

and there would always

question, why?

in my mind be

the

Why did he have to leave us so soon?

burning
Did he
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have an important contribution to make to the world?

Could he

have made a difference if he had been given a chance?
Arnie died unexpectedly of a then mysterious illness that
we now know to be Reye's Syndrome.

But the cause of death was

not of much importance to a ten-year-old child with no real
concept of what death was.

He and I were not the best of

friends, but we had grown accustomed to each other the way
people do when they are in school together on a daily basis.
It has been many years since Arnie left us, and much has
changed about my concept of death since then.

I now accept

the fact that people die and don't come back, but there is a
part of me--conceivably the child that will always remain in
me--that still looks upon death as an enigma.

This part of me

wishes for those loved one who have gone away to come back and
occasionally still hears the chilling words of my principal-always taking me back to Arnie and my first exposure to death.
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Beginnings

They pile in my room
In two's and three's
Eyes filled with hopes
Anxiously looking at me
Their energy is contagious
And my heart begins to race
The feeling getting stronger
With each new brilliant face
It is the first day of school
A time for dreams and plans to excel
The plans are reinforced
By each ringing of the bell
With notebooks, papers, pencils, and pens
Enthusiastic students wait for lessons to begin
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Watermelon Memories
During

the

summertime,

"visitation" to see relatives.

our

family

would

take

a

Papa called it a "visitation"

because it was a visit and a vacation all packed into one. We
usually lived far away and didn't get to see them very often,
so we always made the most of the time we spent with them.
Granny lived in Ohatchee, Alabama, near the Coosa River
and on a patch of land that seemed to be in the middle of
nowhere. She was a petite lady with jet black hair, long thin
fingers, and courage to speak her mind any time the notion
moved her. Granddaddy was no longer living, except in the
stories that Granny told us.

She told us how he had lovingly

built her white stucco house with the gray cement porch.
Granny did not have air conditioning, so the cool smooth porch
became my favorite part of the house.
Somehow everyone always ended up on the porch at the end
of the day to eat ice-cold watermelon with salt from the old
beat-up shaker that sat on the stove and to listen to Granny
as she would tell us stories about her past.

The porch was a

long rectangle that spread across half of the front of the
house, with three wide steps at one end.
special spot. We

Each of us had our

ate and listened wide-eyed, careful not to

interrupt for fear that she might stop and never finish the
story.
One thing she never did was lie, so we knew the stories
were true.

She told us about pretending to be a boy, even
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taking the name Pete, just so she could play basketball in
high school.

Her father used to take the fourteen children by

horse-drawn wagon on the two-day trip from Oneonta to the big
city of Gadsden.

Sharing was not her strong point, so she had

stuck her sister in the hand with a fork to protect the food
on her supper plate.

When she was in nursing school, she and

her best friend would spike the punch with liquor to liven up
the older trainer nurses.

She hiked across the United States

to California, and she landed her first job as a nurse; she
was hired by Bing Crosby as a live-in nurse/nanny for his
daughter who had swallowed a broken Christmas tree light.
That story ended with Granny giving me and my sister a pen and
marble pen holder that Mr. Crosby had given her as a special
thank you.

Until the year he died, he sent her a yearly

Christmas card.

She and her friend had once replied to an ad

in the paper requesting a live-in nurse for a week,

They

responded and found an elderly gentleman whom they did not
trust; therefore, they took turns guarding him with a shotgun
at night.
She married the only man she had ever loved, a sailor
stationed in Los Angeles.

Her only son had nearly killed

himself when he was three by pretending he was the bad guy who
had to hang for horse thieving.

The family returned to

Alabama after a Navy discharge and had trouble making ends
meet.

Many years she had picked cotton to help keep them

clothed and fed;

she was the most determined and energetic
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person I

ever knew.

After Granddaddy died and Pop was

married, she lived in the house alone and became the town
nurse, running a clinic from her home.
A few years ago my sister, who is quite an accomplished
artist, did a watercolor picture of drippy watermelon slices
on the steps of a gray porch--my porch.
shaker is depicted.

Even the old salt

As soon as I saw it, I knew she had

painted it just for me.

It is so real to me that I can even

smell the sweetness of the melon, absorb the thick, humid
afternoon air, feel the cool concrete, and imagine that I can
still hear Granny's soft voice.

Connie and I are probably the

only two people in the world who would recognize this as a
special place and time. The picture is framed and hanging in
my dining room.
Granny passed away last Christmas, but each time I look
at my watermelons,

I

am reminded of her.

The wonderful

stories she told that will live forever in my memory through
my sister's brushstrokes.
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Duck Hunt

When I was in second grade, Papa decided that we should all go
on a duck hunt.

I was seven. My sister, Connie, was six.

both excited at the prospect of learning how to hunt.

We were

Papa told us

hunting stories from his childhood, bought us all new sleeping bags
and excitedly told us that we would be spending the long weekend
tent-camping and duck hunting.

After days of preparation and

instruction on hunting (we were all expected to come home with
prize ducks), we left our cozy Knob Knoster, Missouri, home and
headed to duck-hunting territory.
Oh, the day began with cheer.
as we rode to "the woods."
woods"

We sang songs and played games

Connie and I were not sure where "the

were, but we were ready to be there after riding for about

ten minutes.

Our favorite question became, "Are we there yet?" and

my Papa's favorite reply became, "Almost, it's just around the next
curve."

The next curve came about two hours and four bathroom

stops later.

By the time Pop had the tent put up and Mom had

cooked dinner, we realized that we would not get to hunt until the
next morning.
The next morning began at four o'clock--that's early even for
excited children.

With a little bit of warm food in our tummies

and layers of clothing surrounding all but our eager faces, we
began the short trek to the duck blind.

Connie and I carefully

followed Papa,.stepping in the tracks that his large boots formed
in the frost-tipped ground.

Papa kept pointing out things like the
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mist on the crystal lake before us,

the evergreen trees that

pointed like needles to the flame-glow sky above us and surrounded
the water in all directions.

We casually glanced at all this and

immediately went back to pretending we were dragons and watching as
the warm air from our tiny bodies formed smoke in the crisp morning
air.
I don't know how long we walked, but I was happy to finally be
sitting in the blind--a small kind of sunken area near the water.
Papa lightly blew on the duck call and waited for some response.
He had not shown us the strange whistle before, and we were eager
to play with it,

too.

Pop had

thought this problem through

beforehand and promptly produced duck calls for each of us, a big
mistake.

I think we must have been the sole hunters at the lake

that day because after that the only calls heard were those made by
us.
Late in the afternoon, Papa finally gave the signal that meant
we could try our luck at a duck.

We all peered out at the lake and

began blasting away at the sky with our guns.

Suddenly a small

object fell from the air to the ground about ten yards in front of
us; we raced to see who could get to it first.

Everyone had the

same gun and bullets, so we never knew who could rightfully take
the prize as his.

It didn't matter.

We were thrilled to death and

ran the whole way back to camp to show Mom what we had done.

She

was excited to see the bird and even touched it and told us how
proud she was for us.
I was too tired to remember the ride home, but I do remember
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helping my mom prepare Duck L'orange for supper the following day.
Connie and I both decided that our hunting trip would be the topic
for show-and-tell at school Monday,
ready

for

our

presentations.

We

Mom and Pop helped us get
looked

up

ducks

in

the

encyclopedia and in Pop's nature books and wro·te down what we
thought the other kids might like to know.

Mom even put the heart

and some feathers in a silver Klondike ice cream bag for us to
take.

Our teachers said it was the best show-and-tell of the day;

we thought so, too.
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Plum Flying
Today we fly
as we do
each time we ride
with Aunt Betty.
"All right, girls!
Let's take off.
Ohhh, watch out
for that telephone pole.
Whew, we made it. Smooth
flying from now on."
The old, green Plymouth,
our flying machine,
runs great,
just needs a little body work;
and the rubber mat
on the back floorboard
covers a thin, rusting floor.
Black and white and fat,
Plum, our canine passenger,
sits next to us
wide-eyed
on the cloth seat,
as we fly.
A sharp turn in the air,
Plum lands
on the floorboard,
punching through the worn metal,
pushing the rubber mat
to the runway below.
"Land, Aunt Betty!"
we cry.
Padded back feet
skid along the runway
as we hold onto front paws.
And the car screeches to a halt.
Plum tired of flying.
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It's Too Soon
Eight decades your presence
graced our family,
Your gentle hands were
always helping.
Each ring finger adorned
with an engagement ring,
though not your own.
What about all the Sunday
rides we had yet to take?
Afternoons to spend
sitting on your front porch swing,
reminiscing?
My boys haven't heard
all of your childhood stories
or listened to you play the
piano,
I miss seeing you in your
blue suit and delicate brooch
on Sunday mornings.
I miss the slow walk to church,
hand in hand,
your hand in one child's,
my hand in the other's.
It's too soon
I say as I see the
picture of you holding "your boys,"
one on each side.
I can't remember all the names
in those timeless stories.
Who were cousin Ruth and Tom Henry?
What about Christmas
and Easter egg hunts and
New Year's Day?
Who will make the
spiced tea and ambrosia?
It's just too soon.
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Treasure
(excerpts)

The plane descends as we head straight for the runway
that ends in the sea.
out the window.

Once the plane comes to a halt, I look

.There is no terminal, only a jeep with a

driver, Carol Scott.

Carol is our island partner in the

treasure-hunting venture that we are preparing to embark upon.
He loads the luggage and equipment for the short drive to the
house where we'll stay while on the island.
The house belongs to Mrs. Valerie Morrison, a widow who
came to the island as a bride from England and remained after
her husband's death.

Great trees hang over the circular drive

to her home offering cool shade from the white light of the
sun.

She greets me on the veranda of her home.

She is under

five feet, thin, with gray hair neatly wound into a bun on the
top of her head.

Her greeting is warm and friendly and I

think she enjoys visitors.
I
\,

The first night, she entertains

our group, first with talk of her departed husband and then
with piano music, which she plays long after we have said our

i

goodnights.
The morning silence wakes me and I realize the air is
heating up,

Another cloudless day begins.

Mrs. Morrison's

cook has already started breakfast and the men are sipping
coffee on the veranda.

I join them.

Their discussion centers
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on the Bluff, the cave, and the dynamite expert, a minister
from

Andalusia, Alabama.

The men plan their day, and I plan

mine.
A swim seems in order, and I get ready to go to the
northern side of the island.
only coral.

This side has no sand beaches,

Pathways to the sea have been blasted away at

intervals to allow access to the sea, but more importantly a
way to get back on shore without being cut to pieces by the
coral.

As I look at the six-foot-wide opening at the shores'

edge, there is hardly a place to step due to the clustering of
spiny, black, sea urchins.

I step cautiously into two feet of

clear water with sandy bottom patches.

After four steps, I

plunge into water that is easily twenty feet deep.

Snorkeling

close to shore, I am amazed at the pristine clarity of the
water and colorful assortment of fish in all sizes.

Although

I recognize some, I merely wonder at the unfamilar beauty of
the others.
As my duty today is to bring home supper,· I ready my
spear gun and search for a target.

Although parrot fish are

not the fish of choice for cooks or diners, Carol has assured
me that the islanders eat them all the time.

It's a good

thing, as after an hour of spearing and attempted spearing, I
have bagged four fish, all parrots.

Their turquoise color

glistens in the sun when I place the bag on land near the
opening in the shoreline.

Getting into the water proves to be
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easier than getting out, as I still had to navigate around
urchins, but with limited vision as the waves increased as the
tide came in.
Dinner is early, before sundown, and the fish with lime
butter and casaba is delicious.

Cook provides a fruit platter

with island papaya, mango, and banana.

She advises, "Eat the

seeds if your cons ti tut ion needs a jolt." Tropical fruits will
never taste the same after this night.
With dinner concluded, we sit on comfortable, cushioned
chairs and the stories of the day begin.

Our stories fall

short of the history filled accounts graciously delivered by
our hostess.
people,

Stories of early days on the island with its

a mix of English,

mesmerized for hours.

Spanish,

and African,

It's late for islanders, almost eight,

and I am exhausted from the day's adventure.
bed, my mind races toward tomorrow.
listen

to

the

music

keep us

Mrs.

Morrison

Resting on my

Sleep caresses me as I
plays

Suddenly, a loud clicking sound wakes me.

on

the

piano.

I have heard of the

island creatures, but I am not prepared for the sight that
unfolds as I push open the window shutters and a shaft of
light from my room pours onto the ground outside.

Thousands

of hermit crabs blanket the ground and their shells click
together as they march across the open space.

The next

morning is still and void of any hint of last night's parade.

i

I

i

I
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Modeling:

My

What a Twenty-year Teacher Believes About Writing

development of

beliefs about writing has

evolved

slowly and will continue to evolve as long as I teach.

To

approach the vast expanse of writing, I must break it down
into expository, creative, practical, and research.

Within

each category, I believe modeling provides a format for more
student success.
I

believe

in

the

process--brainstorm,

list/cluster,

organize/ write /rewrite/ share--for expository writing.
The students need to see me use this process, too.

I believe

in giving students time--time to think through and write, time
to proofread for each other and revise, and time to receive
accolades from others when presenting the work.
I

believe

in

the

zany,

stimulant for creative writing.

the

off-beat,

the

creative

The students need to see me

responding, too--getting excited, being more inventive, more
experimental.

They need to see the formulas that can be

modeled with specific types of poems, stories, and plays.
They need the chance to capture ideas in journals and then the
opportunity to later share those ideas with others,

both

verbally and in publication.
I

believe

students:

how to

in

practical,

daily-living

keep efficient notebooks,

writing

for

how to write
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business and, that almost extinct rarity, personal letters, as
well as lists and memos.
these,

too.

These

feasible, usable,

The students need to see me writing

types of writing must

be practical,

and they certainly can be:

a business

letter requesting information for a career research paper,
another which includes a resume in which a student applies for
a job, a thank-you letter to a favorite grandparent, a list of
things to remember to do,

and a telephone memo of utmost

importance to a parent or a brother or sister.
Finally, I believe in the research paper.
a process which requires investigation,

I believe in

organization,

and

observance of form, but I especially believe in the subject
matter of my tenth graders' papers: a possible career field
they will follow.

Fifteen to sixteen is old enough to begin

lifetime career plans, and where better than by investigating
at least one of the possible fields.
is always enormously interesting.

What they each discover

Often, they find the fields

they research not what they thought them to be at all.

Better

to discover this at age fifteen rather than twenty, several
hundred or thousand tuition dollars later!

Of course, this

process of research and how to follow form the students need
to see me do, too.

Sometimes seeing previous research papers

I have written has the proper impact.
Why have I stressed this need to model?

It makes sense.

If we get lessons on how to drive a race car or fly an
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airplane, we choose someone who can drive or fly.

When we

invest our money through an insurance agent, most of us check
to be sure that agent is investing in the company that is
paying his/her salary.

Would it make sense, then, to expect

our young people to learn how to write from someone who could
not do it himself/herself?

In this generation, many students

learn quickly through the visual: television.

We may lament

that issue, but why fight it when our classroom form of T.V.,
modeling, saves countless hours of frustration and facililates
learning?

Students are less intimidated by assignments that

are modeled, and, if we admit it, don't we adults learn more
quickly through modeling, also?

We're not that old.

are a part of the T.V. generation.
what we as writers can do,
how

to

go

about

the

We, too,

When students have seen

they have a more efficient idea of

assignments,

often

perfecting

and

surpassing anything we did with their own unique approaches.
Their success,

of course,

is one of the many rewards of

teaching and why we should use modeling in the ·teaching of
writing.

It works.
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The Large Circle
A common complaint we often hear is our high school
students can't think, can't converse, and don't know what they
believe about many (or any) issues.
to teach skills,

So often, in our effort

cover required subject matter,

and keep

order, we have every minute of every day planned for them.
And what happens when we turn the classroom over to our young
people (albeit still within a certain order)?
well,

thank you.

knowledge,

Our students

experience,

have vast

They do very
reservoirs

and good common sense.

of

So often,

though, we don't take time to explore their knowledge about a
variety of subjects that are of extreme importance and concern
to them but may not be in our course outlines.

However, there

is a way we can tap their talents: The Large Circle,

an

activity I have used in English classes for fifteen years.
This activity works well on the last thirty minutes of
every other Friday.

In September I explain the' format but

then turn the classroom over to a volunteer leader for the
remainder of the class period while I become a recorder of the
procedure and a clarifier when needed the first time or two
Large Circle is in session.
The procedure is as follows:

desks are moved into a

large circle or oval with all desks touching.

Each student

must be able to see every other student's eyes without having
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to strain.

Students are to ask each other to move forward or

back until everyone can see everyone else, easily.

The leader

opens with a topic he or she wants to discuss or asks if
anyone else has a topic.

A student who wants the floor raises

his/her hand to be called on by the student leader.

After the

student presents his/her comment, that student's words are
then responded to by another student who has raised his/her
hand and been acknowledged by the student leader.

All eye

contact is between students, not from student to teacher, and
students must address each other directly rather than use the
teacher or student leader as a go between.
Any topic the students wish to discuss is acceptable as
long as it is discussed in a mature manner and the class
members feel comfortable with that topic.

If even one

student is uncomfortable with the topic, he/she can suggest
changing it.

If any student is tired of the topic or wants to

discuss another, he/she can raise his/her hand and,

after

student leader acknowledgement, do so.
What does the teacher do during this time?

I record

lines or checks behind students' names in a section of my
gradebook which I

convert to oral discussion points.

I

convert each line to five points and have a fifty point oral
discussion grade each six weeks.

I do not give points for

questions or comments like, ''I agree.''

I explain to the

students that I record a line for information presented or
countered with other information.

Occasionally, if I know a
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fact that would help the discussion of a certain topic,
too, raise my hand to be recognized.

I,

Students often smile

when they see me raise my hand like everybody else to wait my
turn to speak.

Then I say what I have to say quickly so the

student leader can call on another student.
Do all students participate in this activity?

All do

listen.

I usually find that approximately 1-3 percent do not

speak.

However, by the end of the year, even they have talked

a few times.

What do students talk about?

School policies,

student groups and cliques, sports, parents, teachers, dating,
jobs, college, music, and student needs are often topics,

but

it is amazing how much students know about and are interested
in current news events:

local, national, and world-wide.

Of

course the large circle could be used to discuss a classroom
activity, and I find it exceptionally useful when, at least
once a semester, each student shares a portion of journal
writing (one-eighth of a page) he or she has written.

Then I

use a format of at least two sincere positive comments about
a student's work after we all listen to the student read
his/her selection, which may be followed by two constructive
criticisms or two more positive comments.

The four-comment

number is purely a necessity with a classroom of twenty-five
or more students; when the class is smaller, I allow more
comments.

Large Circle can work with numbers from twelve to

thirty-four although with larger numbers, not as much can be
said by as many, unfortunately.
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Do students like the Large Circle?
In

fact,

individual

students

often

Emphatically, yes.
say

they

love

it.

Invariably, as students arrange their desks for this activity,
there are smiles and pleasant sighs, and even the sleepy ones
become aw ke.

Our high school students do have so much to say

and, in many classes, often no time to say it.
Is this activity just a filler, a waste of time?

When,

according to a U.S. Armed Forces report in the 6O's, forty
percent or more of students' time in future career fields will
be spent listening and thirty percent or more speaking, I
think not.

So many

important--awareness,

of the

concepts we

thoughtfulness,

adults

consider

compassion,

empathy,

clarity, objectivity, perception and many others--are readily
strengthened in the Large Circle.
articles from

the

mention a

news

exciting,

which

Many students bring in

newspaper to initiate a

item
shows

they found disturbing,
one

of

the

activity: the promotion of reading.
also promote good citizenship.

side

discussion or
humorous,

benefits

of

or
this

Finally, Large Circles

Like the large table at the

United Nations building, diverse ideas and subjects can be
viewed and reviewed.

Mature behavior is promoted.

On the

rare occasions that words border on becoming volatile, all I
have to say is, "If we can't handle this discussion, we' 11
have to stop Large Circle today."

Then an immediate hush

cloaks the classroom as students admonish each other to be
quiet.

The end result is a class of students who actually
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talk and listen to each other and further develop and enlarge

their own views .
Ab-rays.

I

Will I

continue to use Large Circles?
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Lost
Alarmingly thin,
Your stooped male frame,
Wan smile,
And gaunt face
Startle me.
Then I look
Deep into your
Somber eyes and
Recognize the
Reality of your current existence.
You, my drop out student,
Possessor of a fine mind
With the power of a
Creative negotiator,
Have faced incredible
odds.
Does the look you now carry tell me that social
class won?
Has this lone teacher's valiant effort gone in vain?
However, you're
Still young.
As a questioning student
Inserts himself into
your space,
You slowly
Drift away, face still drawn, slight smile.
"Good-bye," I call.
"Come back to see me."

Weeks later
Unrelenting sobs
I cannot contain as
I read the identifying names
Under the newspaper headline:
TWO LOCAL YOUTHS ARRESTED IN BEATING DEATH OF WOMAN

I

'•

J
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J
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Tokens
Her powder dances
in a slice of light,
glittering and gold-white.
I test another fragrance.
With one breath,
I dream my mirrored image ages.
A gray moth flies through
the half-opened window,
brushing across my hair.
Motion and soft sound
startle me,
guilty from the childhood plunder.
Held too close,
perfume splashes against my nose.
I place the amber bottle
on the dresser,
spice and flowers teasing,
floating from the small room.
A gentle voice calls,
''Lisa, where are you?''
I look again and linger,
then turn away,
leaving crystal bottles cloudy with cologne,
the brown-flowered powder box,
her tortoise shell combs,
a tarnished brush, bristles silvered
with long strands,
and earrings in one's and two's,
scattered across her dresser-small vanities, tokens of a woman's life,
my grandmother's life,
dusted over in glitter and gold-white.

i
!

l
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1

A Student - Designed
Syllabus for Freshman Composition

l

Recently, I assigned Russell Baker I s essay, "From Song to
Sound:

Bing and Elvis,i' in a Freshman Composition 101 course .

I was certain that my students would enjoy the author's clever
comparison of the music of Bing Crosby with that of Elvis

l
l
l
l

Presley

and

"generational

that

the

essay's

differences"

in

thesis ,

music

"changing values in American life"

the

idea

preferences

that

speak

of

{ 328), would lead to a

discussion of how and why my students' choices of music differ
from their parents' choices.
In that ideal class I envisioned, my students were going
to

be

intrigued

with the author's

comments and would

be

inspired to bring the comparison of musical styles up to date.
In

that

actual

class,

my

students

were

completely

disinterested in this essay which I had thought so promising.
Surprised by their lack of engagement with the discussion of
music in the article, I asked them to explain why this article
had so little appeal.
of the nineties,

They assured me that to most students

Bing and Elvis are irrelevant, dated,

and

uninteresting.
Although
nevertheless

this
an

was

not

important

the
moment

class
for

I
me

planned,
as

Certainly I held no illusions about my student s.
many

rarely

prepared

for

class

and

would

a

it was
teacher.

I knew that
not

read

an

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

'I
I
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assignment just because it was on the syllabus .

But I had not

examined the i dea that my selections for their reading, essays
I had specifically chosen to be interesting to my students,
might block whatever impulse they did have for reading.

I

determined to find a way to provoke their interest in the
readings selected for 101.
Since I believe strongly in the motivational power of
giving learners more
decided to

control over their own

shift some of

learning,

the power and ownership

I

to my

students by sharing responsibility for what has traditionally
been controlled solely by the instructor: the syllabus.
planned for

my freshman composition classes

in

As I

the next

semester, I decided to let my 101 students take responsibility
for the choices made for reading.

To accomplish this,

I

developed the following activities for creating a studentdesigned syllabus.
Prior to the first day of class, I prepared a skeletal
syllabus, including the aspects of style, organization, and
mechanics that I wanted to cover.

I also determined how many

reading selections would be needed during the semester.
a tentative structure,

With

but without reading selections, I was

ready for my students' assistance in choosing the essays and
stories they would read and then write about.
On the first day of class,

I announced my intention to

have the students select their own readings.
with eager surprise and seriousness.

Most reacted

In this first activity,
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I placed them in groups of four or five, based on proximity,
and gave them an assignment sheet listing the steps in this
process

of

choosing

their

readings.

They

introduced

themselves briefly to others in their group (name, hometown,
major), exchanged phone numbers, and then made a list of five
issues/interests/areas of inquiry which they felt the class
would enjoy examining in their reading and writing during the
semester.

Each group appointed a recorder who kept a written

list and reported to the class.
After

about

ten

minutes,

I

asked

each

group's

representative to report on the topics chosen, and we wrote
those on the blackboard.

Discussion of the advantages and

disadvantages of the issues chosen followed, as the students
narrowed their collective list to five areas. (In one class,
for example, groups agreed on politics, courtship, family,
athletics, and education. Another class chose entertainment,
science

and

politics.)

ethics,

personal

values,

autobiography,

and

Once the class had selected topics, each group

chose one to investigate.
In the next step, students worked again in their groups,
this

time

with

the

text,

Patterns

for College

Writing,

searching for topics and titles related to the group's issue.
Since this book provides a thematic table of contents, they
quickly made some initial choices.
eight

to

ten

essays

and

Once they had a list of

stories,

responsibility for evaluating these.

they

divided

up

For homework, I required
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and to evaluate these selections based on four criteria:
interest, difficulty, length, and type of writing.
In the following class meeting, group members compared
evaluations, with each group making a final recommendation of
four to five selections for inclusion on the class syllabus.
After receiving their group recommendations, I filled in the
blanks

on

my

Fortunately, in

skeletal

syllabus

with

their

choices.

each class, the choices were nicely balanced

in rhetorical modes as well as topics.

I had told the classes

I reserved the right to add two selections, in case a writing
model was needed, but this proved unnecessary.
I believe this activity had a very positive effect on my
composition classes.
day of class,

Since this exercise began on the first

it served as a get-acquainted activity and had

a powerful effect on the establishment of a learning community
in the class.

Students were given an immediate sense of their

membership in our own ''literacy club,'' as Frank Smit& would
call it

(2),

and left this new class knowing names and

numbers of at least three or four classmates.
Another significant benefit was the one for which I
designed this

Throughout

activity.

the

semester,

more

students read and enjoyed the selections they had chosen and
were able to participate in class discussions.

Because of

their increased participation and interest, they also had more
success with their writing.
they also

helped

The related writing topics, which

generate,

were

of more

interest

and
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importance to them, giving the essays

that they produced

more substance than typical freshman papers.
One last benefit was particularly pleasing to me.

To my

delight, the class which selected "entertainment" as an issue
chose Baker's "From Song to Sound" for
reached

that

essay,

this

class

did

reading.
hold

the

When we
engaging

discussion that I had hoped for earlier, and then enjoyed
writing comparison-contrast papers on styles and tastes in
music of the present and past.

I believe this completely

different reaction resulted, in a major way, from the fact
that

these

students

had

an

opportunity

selection and others for themselves.

to

choose

this
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"American by Birth, Southern by the Grace of God"
Many traditions exist that make Americans feel prqud of
their homes, communities, and country. But a recent interest
of mine, that being "American--Southern style," has led me to
conclude that nowhere do these traditions run deeper than in
our little heaven on earth, the South.
So without further verbiage on my part, here are just a
few lines on what it really means to be "suthun."
Being Southern means
the refined art of porch sitting, either in your
grandfather's wooden swing or your grandmother's
metal glider that left waffle prints on your back
and legs.
mint juleps made with real Kentucky Bourbon.
wooden-handled funeral home fans.
never fearing hell. We know how hot it is.
baseball, from the local little league to the
"Etlanna" Braves.
apple pie, without the a la mode.
wearing shorts in November (or sometimes December).
seeing mountains and lush green farms, then hours
later, sprawling out on white, sandy beaches.
country and gospel music.
family reunions that wouldn't be complete without
barbque.
camp meetings where we still sing "The Old Rugged
Cross," "Amazing Grace," and "How Great Thou Art."
checker board games on wooden barrels.
paying respect by pulling off the side of the road
as a funeral procession passes by.
,
straw hats, seersucker suits, and bib overalls.
trophies.
chewing tobacco.
pride, patriotism, parades, politics, and prayer.
debutante balls and coming out parties.
Junior League and Lodge meetings.
quilts.
black-eyed peas and howg jowls on New Year's Day.
never having to pump your own gas, even at the
self-serve pumps.
having a drawer full of beautiful handkerchiefs,
and using them.
enjoying the comment "Please say that again" while
traveling out-of-town.
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never having to open a car door if a gentleman is
around.
red clay, and being allowed to eat it, if you want
to!
driving antique cars.
the Blue Ridge Parkway.
"ma'am", 11 sir, 11 "Mizz, 11 and "hunny. 11
county and state fairs.
"Nawlins, Buhminhayum, Munngumry, and Mimfiss."
and of course, no list about the South would be
complete without mentioning grits - and the trees
they grow on.
Author's note: I would like to thank those members of the
Writing Project who offered suggestions in
preparing this piece.
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IGNITIN' WRITIN'

A line from the Declaration of Independence, paraphrased
of course, inspires me and reflects my personal beliefi on
writing: ''I believe in writing by the people, of the people,
and for the people."

These words, written on sentence strips,

remain on a wall in my classroom throughout the year to
provoke thoughts about writing from my students.
My

classroom

doctrines.

practices

of

writing

encompass

The first can be stated simply: GRAB'EM!

two

In order

to get students to write, we must first get them interested in
writing.
It appears to me, though,

that to a majority of our

students, writing has become a chore.

Could this be that so

much of the creativity our young people possess is stifled and
that students are not required, much less encouraged, to think
for themselves?

So much writing time

is taken up with

"misplaced these," "dangling those," and "incorrect others,"
that students don't

realize that writing can be fun

and

doesn't have to be "just another dumb ol' English assignment."
Whatever happened to the days when students were given
creative writing assignments and told,
given free reign of expression?

"Go for it," to be

Doesn't this bolster self-

esteem and give the student a feeling of "Yes! I can!"
Now don't think that I'm all for a mass mutilation of
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grammar books and the extraction of grammar instruction from
the curriculum.

I'm not.

But I firmly believe that we must

first jack-up the car before we can find a way to fix what's
wrong.
All people realize the importance of verbal fluency,
possibly

because

verbal

fluency

is

a

more

noticeable

characteristic in a person than his written expression.
folks,

the times,

they are a changin' !

But

We, as teachers,

professionals, and concerned parents, are seeing this trend
reversed.

Even the heralded SATs are considering the addition

of a written essay.
But how can one achieve written expression when the use
of slang has become so widely accepted?
second part :

TEACH

qoncepts

writing,

of

We should

'EM!
such

as

paragraph and sentence structure,
and mechanical matters.

This brings me to the
teach a

alternative

student

word

the

choices,

and, finally, grammatical

This will allow the student to revise

his work, not the work we asked him to.
I therefore promote the idea of letting students have
free creative license,

but only as a way to get students

interested in writing.

Once we have ignited their spark, we

must show them the
inferno.

safe way to turn that spark into an
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Over Before It Began

The last few days have been spent laboriously pouring
over diet and nutrition books,

reviews of fitness video-

cassettes all promising to tone up or slim down whatever I
felt needed toning or slimming, and shopping the stores for
the right fitness equipment to furnish my home gym.
This was the summer I had set aside to give Richard
Simmons, Jack LaLane, Jenny Craig, Weight Watchers and all the
other fitness gurus a run for their money.
to get in shape!

Yes, I was going

Such were the words I could have written as

the summer quickly approached.
Yet here I sit, still pondering the thoughts above, and
still not in shape.

Why, you ask?

Why,

~

ask!

Possibly

because this quest for a hunk-of-the-month look was indeed
over before it began.
such.

Over because of motivation, or lack of

Over because maybe weight is like age:

matter.
because I

If you don't mind,

"It's mind over

it don't matter."

But over,

realized that life is too short to worry over

weight, or hair, or clothes.

Too many people don't take the

time to smell the honeysucltle mingling on the side of the road
because they are jogging by it so fast.
What have these thoughts taught me?

SLOW DOWN!

I should

enjoy my life, taking advantage of the opportunities presented
to me while I can so that one day, I won't wake up and realize
that my life is indeed over before it began.
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would-be writer from the pitfalls common to the profession.
The
book
covers
everything
from
procrastination
to
punctuation. It is a must for anyone interested in writing
for publication. (Deborah McMurtrie)
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Grading without

Hefferman presents a refreshing change in the traditional
way teachers grade writing assignments.
He points out that
our constant battle against errors is hypocritical, in that we
ourselves are guilty of many of the same kinds of errors that
we correct on our students' papers. He then gives examples of
famous authors' writings in which errors have been made:
sentence fragments from Henry David Thoreau and incorrect
pronoun usage from William Shakespeare. He suggests that we
read through errors rather than for errors in order to get to
the real importance of the writing. (Angela Rinehart)
Kemper, Dave, Verne Meyer, and Patrick Sebranek.
Writers
Inc~ Wisconsin: Write Source Publishing House, 1990.
This is a handbook intended for use in grades ten through
twelve and for college freshmen. It revolves around writing.
Al though unlike traditional English handbooks, it includes
helpful tables and charts associated with other content areas
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(mathematic tables, charts and signs; historical documents;
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It uses language on the level of high
school students and includes interesting comics, all of which
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Mr. Murray states, ''Our students want to write, but not
what we want them to write." Research supports that most want
to write; however, the less writing that is assigned, the more
produced.
Teachers must encourage, allow, and respond to
student writing.
Teachers should give students the
opportunity to prove themselves capable of writing and not
immediately assume they cannot compose. Teachers should teach
process and not product. Writing ourselves and listening to
the students can alleviate problems. (Leslie E. Moon)
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Parker, Robert P. and Vera Goodkin.
Writing~ Enhancing Learning in the Disciplines. Upper
Montclair: Boynton/Cook, 1987.
This is an excellent resource book for any person
interested in the teaching of writing. It ties together in
the ideas of writing and thinking more than most. It states
that in many ways writing is for problem solving, not an end
in
itself.
It
states
the
idea
that writing
is
transformational and that by not having students write longer
pieces we, as teachers, neglect them .. (Sherilyn Osborne)
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NCTE, 1980,

Urbana:

We must understand how children learn to talk, read, and
write. Environment, skills, and imitation are a special part
of the thinking process.
Blockbuilding, drawing, painting,
and clay are a part of language development. (Sylvia Mccrary)
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Winston Weathers discusses the idea of accepting an
alternate form of writing. He refers to this form as Grammar
B.
Grammar A form is the traditional mode of writing that
follows set conventions.
Grammar B allows deviation from
tradition and presents options of grammar that can be used in
writing. The first seven chapters explain the Grammar B idea,
its origin, and uses. The rest of the book presents examples
of Grammar B - "alternate style" writings from well-known
authors. (Cerilla Roe)
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Writing Project Reflections
You begin with an application
and you wonder. if you'll be chosen
and after the interview--you hope!
You get your acceptance letter
and you tell everyone you know!
But after the first meeting
you do not have a position,
much less a paper!
You're eager to be a part.
You work the first two weeks
trying to find ERIC
Then, you realize the bookcase
in Room 230 has what you need.
You laugh with the fellows
learn to love Matt's silly ways
to try to adapt to Sherilyn's temperature
Hilary and Sylvia and Edna's first graders
Karen's punctuation, Linda's driving,
Pat's technology,
Katrina's gentle creduluousness,
Cerilla's basic skills,
Madeline's politics,
Angie's coaching father,
Jimmie Lou's talent,
Cyndi's recipes,
Leslie's new job,
Deborah's PACE,
You finally write down Lisa's announcements,
because you forgot to most of the time!
You sit back in the lounge with Jeri,
to critique your story,
but you forgot about stories
and talked about.
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You read and write and present
because "The project experience works!"
And after the cars break down
and the kids get sick
and there seems to be never enough time
and four o'clock comes too soon.
You're even prouder to be a part of it all.

"Writing Across the Curriculum" and
"Writing to Learn"
and modeling--a thing I do
but didn't know I did!
My stories all typed up
my disk full
new ideas to take back to school.

Wade and Christie finally happy
Mom is home again.
And now it's all over
and I'm sitting here
reading the ultimate parody-a parody of my own poem!
And I realize that the most wonderful learning
experience in twenty-six years is over-Through the quiet tear,
I'm so proud to be a part of it all!
Glenda 'Byars

